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by Marie Richa!)ison

This year's commencement, at·Avery
Fisher Hall, will be one of the most dfstinguished in the history of New York Law
School. Seated on the stage will be a justice
of the U.S. Supreme Court, a United States
Senator and renowned educators and
scholars.
•
Dean E. Donald Shapiro hasinformed
EQUITAS that Wade McCree, Solicitor
General of the United States, will be the
commencement speaker and will ~eive an
honor-ary degree.
- The participants receiving honorary
degrees at our 87th commencement are as
foijows: Justice Potter Stewart of the U.S.
· Supreme Court, the Honorable Jacob
Javits, Senior U.S. Senator from the State
of New York, the Honorable Francis T, 1•
Murphy, Jr. of the Appellate Division,.

Jr., is an NYLS alumnus of the· Class of
·- 1952 and is presently Presiding Justice of
_the Supreme ·Court Appellate Division,
First Department. Barbara Debs was a
Fulbright : Fellow; under h2r direction
Manhattan ville College and NYLS formed
ajointB.A'..J.D. program. AbrahamGoldstein is one of the country's leadjng author· ~ ities on ci,-iminal law and procedure, and he
a- seryed aj; Dean of the Yale Law School
~ from 1970 to 1J)75.
~
The commencement speaker, the
i Honorable Wade H. McCree, was appointed to the United States District Court for
, ..
! the Eastern District of Michigan where he
·
. '-- ·
.
. - served until his appointment in 1966 to the
Aseenefromlastyear'scommencementexerclsesatAveryfisherHall,LincolnCenter.
United .S tates Court of Appeals for the
First Department, Barbara ~wles Yale Uni,versity.
Sixth Circuit. He resigned from that court .
Debs, · President of Manhattanville ColAlumnus Honored
in March 1977 to accept appointment as ·
lege, and Abraham S. Goldstein, Provost of
The Honorable Francis T. ¥urphy, Solicitor General of the United States.

!
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ByJam~Gelb
stantial legal research, original thought,
\:)'D .M .
Beginning with the Class of 198Q, in proper writing style, and proper citation
·
by Cecilia Blau ·
addition to·all the other requirements for form" in deciding to accept a paper as .
The student body voted to institute
graduation, students will have ·to meet a meeting the writing requirement. A grade dues of $5 for the Student Bar Association,
writing requirement.
of B- or better is needed on the paper; . on a voluntary basis, beginning this year.
To satisfy the writing requirement each however the paper's grade -and the course $0 ~r, the S.B.A. has collected $1130 from
student will have to write a paper "rep- grade are entirely independent for this 226 students which is about 20% of all sturesenting substantial legal research". The -purpose. Thus a C in the course and a B on dents.
This money has not been spent but is
administration has outlined 4 ways to ac- the paper will still qualify fulfulling "the
complish this: 1) by successfully submitting requirement.
being _heid for the possibility of giving reIf a student coauthors ·a paper the re- funds, if more students do not decide to pay
a comment or article to e1ther the· NYLS
Law Review or the Human Rights Law quirement will be met only if his or her dues. According to President Keith Fell,
Reifew, 2) by writing a brief for an outside _ ~ndividu~ work on the jointproje~t ~ould ~the S.B.A. feels that "it's not fair that a
_Moot Court ·competition, 3) by writing a qualify on its own. Past writings may sat- small percentage of students should bear
- paper as part of an Individual Research isfy the writing requirement if they meet the costs of activities which benefits all stu·study and 4) by submitting a paper or the necessary standards and are approved dents."
In an effort to encourage membership,
papers in a course approved by ·the cur- by the professor for whom they were writ'
.
· _the S._B.A. plans to charge non-memb!;!rs
riculum committee ·(a list of courses and ten. ·
clinics which meet these crite,ria appears at
Should a paper fail to meet the necessary . 50¢ for movies which will be free to memthe end of this article).
.
st;i.ndards, all is not lost. The professor has hers. The next movie shown will be on the
• No .matter which method is chosen, the the discretion of granting an extension to inimitablePalsgrafcase.
.
·
supervising faculty must certify the paper allow completiorr or improvement of .the
One -other source of income- for the as satisfying the writing requirement. ·paper.. However, shpuld the paper turn out S.B.A. has been Gil's, as a percentage from
Faculty will consider "evidence of sub· _ (please tum to page fourteen) his sale· cif food and books g?es to the
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S.B.A. Last year, according to Gil, this
amounted to $1500, and approximately the
same amount can be expected £his year as
well. Gil also pointed out that it is due to the
S.B.A. that our students get a 5% discount
on all the books he sells, because the
S.B.A. had a choice of receiving this ad-ditional 5% in cash or of passing it along
(please turn to page fifteen)

-.iectio/1s Held At StoimyAfumni Meeting
by Peter Rose
group challenged this decision iri Supreme
ed .the slate approved in what, even in its
On Thursday,-December 14, 1978 the Court, New· York County, filing a motion
oest light, was a question~le decision
since it was.apparently an even vote for and
NYLS Alumni Association held its .annual · for an order to show cause and seeking to
. meeting of the full membership. The key enjoin_the Association's election.
·.
against approval.
·
Ltem on the agenda was the election of
The Alumni Association officen,· en' · After the vote Lippman arrived and
Officers and Directors. The slate of can- tered into negotiations with the Lippman
was called to the podium where he was
didates put forth by the Nominating Com- group and the talks resulted in an agreeinformed of the results of th-~ meeting and
mitt~ and headed by-Hon. William l(apel- ment _by the Association to name three
the vote. He was asked to affirm the agreenian· (Class of 1940), President, faced a members of the Lippman slate to three va- ment, which he did. It was agreed, when
tough !!.ballenge from an insurgent slat~ led cancies on the Board of Directors in return
orde~ was finally restored, that another
o meeting would be held after a 30 day coolby former Assistant Dea~ Ma,rshall Lipp- for the withdrawal of the motion for a show
. man (Class of 1973). -There was standing· cause order. - . ·
iii ing-off period in order to bring both fac~ room only .in a roo..m filled with an equal
Upon the presentation of the slate en~ tions tog~ther and to_carry on the functions
nFber of supporters on each side. ·dorsed by the Nominating Committee,
5 of the Association. Kapelman said that
-The Lippman slate petitioned the Judge Kapelman informed the membership An angry Judge Kapelman addresses - three members of the Lippman slate would
Nominating Committee in order to be of the settlement agreement. Kapelman
raucous Alumni meeting.
be appojnted· at the Board of Directors
properly placed before the membership·for then· called on ' several spokespersons for · group'.s ·spokespersons i,tate1 their inten- meeting which was sch_eduled to take place
-: ... -_ --~ immediately following • the membership
. its consideration. The Nominating Com- the .Lippman group to affirm this agree- tiontoadheretotheagreement.
mittee, however, declared the- petitions ment. Much confusion resulted since LipJ>:
Judge Kapelman then call~d for a voice meeting.
.
invalid since they were purported not to be man, the leader of the insurgents, was d~ · vote to approve the slate proposed by the Editor's note: Mr. Rose, Class of 1977, is Cl ·
. filed in a timely manner. The Lippman layed and . not yet present. Finally, the Nominating Committee. Kapelman declar- fonner EQUITAS editor.
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NYLS St~dent Jr:7,:ites -Monthly Column

Olnsumer Center Plans Meeting
by James ~elb
.
, Louis S. Olenick, a fourth~year eve- is significant competition:" This has stirred gave me a · chance to organize my own
The Consumer Center of Lower MiUlning student, has begun a ~onthly column up litigation a~d the futu~ of the industry thoughts on policy issues, and' it provided hattan has made plans to hold its first
in the Telecmmnm1ications Marketing isupintheair.
.
practic~ 'as well as research work." He meetingofthesemesteronThursday,FebNews·about the future of competition and
,1'elephone· and data transmissions, ~ added, "I hopeothersttidentsgetoutofthe ruary 1 at 4:30 in room 47/308. This will be
regula,tion in the telecommunications in- - and the activities of common.carriers such ~ classroom and into the reaf world this an organizationar meeting and plans for the dustry. This magazine i; published by the · AT&'l', ITT and W estei;n Union inter- way."
future of the ·c enter will be discussed. As
Telf:Communications Marketing/~ajes As- ested Olenick so much that he did an in-Cecilia Blau of now, the Consumer Center plans to resociation.
.
.
, .
dependent study last year on the legal
sume .its intervention service for ·consumThe telecommunications industry is a .aspects of the new competition in this area.
Phi Delta Phi Welcomes Student!!.
ers in the Metropolitan area. This free ser$35 billion a year_business. It has recently According to Prof. Bote.in, "Lou is a pervicirgives students a chance to learn imporbecome interesting to the-legal commuajty feet example_ of how a bright stuclent can
The members of the Dwight Inn of Phi tant legal skills, such as interviewing, ne-·
since for th'e first time competition· has en- combine some basi~·research on a new le~ Delta Phi, the International Legal 'Fra- . gotiating, and legai research and also protered the field. AT&T used to dominate the issue with active participation in shaping ·ternity, would like to welcome the new videsaboosttobruisedstudentegos . .
· market with WestelJI Electric; its wholly- the way that problems get resolved."
students of the mid-year class and the re. The Center also plans to write and
· owned subsidiary. As Prof. Michael
When approached for comment on his · turning students. -yve trust your vacation ·produce a consumer- ?riented television
Botefn, . Director of the Communications latest article on telecommunications regu- was an enjoyable one.
program for cable televisjon. Several
Media Center of NYLS stated:.''Ten years lation, Oleni~k said, "This has bee~ a really
Phi Delta Phi offers many excellent scripts have already been written by _Coriago there was no competition; today there interesting- experience for me because it benefits to both the law student and the · sumer Center Director John Herchen-----,.......-'-e--,-...--..;;...----....;;._;_____________. .,.- practising attorney. Tutoring and outlines roeder.
.
Changing_
Y
our
Address?
as
well,,as
social
events
head
·the
list
of
In
addition,'
faculty
·
a
dvisor
Professor
· Is Your Face Missing?
If you receive EQUITAS through the membership advantages.
S~ephen Newm~ has suggested that the
Members of the class of 1979 who had
Fo~ the coming semester, · the Inn -is Cen't er write consumer qews articles on
.their photograph taken by the school pho- mail and plan to change yout address-in the
tographer are urged ~o return their proofs ~ near future', be sure to lefus know at least planning .a lecture.on a selected topic, as different areas of consumer law for pub.with one of tlie gown-and-hoocls prints four weeks in advance. Cut ·out the label well as the Annual Awards-Dinner. Other lication either in a professional magazine or
marked, on the back, with the word "com- that appears on the back cover'of this issue- events are also -scheduled. Membership in perhaps in EQUITAS.
. and send it along with your new address to the Inn is open to any · student ' in good
The Consumer Center was pleased to
posite."
Assistant Dean Lucille Hillman,. Office of standing. Applications · may be obtained have been featured recently in the Sunday
The sooner everyone returns their fa- Developrpent and Alumni Affairs, New_" from any officer of the Fraternity ~r picked · Daily News (Dec. 10, 1978).
vorite photo for inclusion i,n the cla'ss pie~ York Law School, 57 Worth Street, New up at the next meeting on February 5th in
· All·stuqents are encouraged to attend
ture, the sooner EQUITAS will be able to · York N. Y. 10013.
· Room 604 at 4:30 P.M:
the meeting and join the Center. A mere
· correct the proof copy and the sooner you
Because of special postal regulations,
All new and old . members are encour- hour or two a week will prqvide not only a
will · receiv.e your class C9mposite photo- EQUITAS cannot be ,forwarded to new ad- aged to attend. ·
_
break. in the law school routine but excel- ..
dresses and any ·undeliverable papers
- Don Wilson, Historian ·lent work experience and fun.
graph mthe,naiL
If you have not received your proofs which are returned to us cost the sch~! 25¢
- Prof Chairs Prograin
.
Consumer Clinic in the News
by now, or have any other problems re- postage due. So, if you are moving, please
NYLS Professor S. Bernard Schwarz
New York Law School's Consumer
garding the graduation photograph, please send us your new address along with y<YUr
recently was selected Cochairman of the · Law Center· was profiled in an article in a
old mai ling liLbel as soon as possible.
contact EQUITAS as soon as possible.
Jmmigration and Nationality Act Program recent issue <lf- the Sunday -New ' Y,ork
sponsored by th~ New York County Daily News.
Lawyers' Association. The program,
'The feature pi~e by Mel Green high- which was designed for both the specialist lig~ted the center) consumer protection
and the general practitioner dealt with clinic and its work in producing the English
many of the more significant problems fn and Spanish comic books that show conthe field of immigration law.
· · su~ers how t_h ey can fight for their rights .
Cochcliring the program with Profes- .against unscrupulous retail credit operasor Schwarz was the Hon. Anthony M. De tions.
Gaeto, Immigration Judge. Among the NYLS students profiled ip
CASEBOO~S .
the article were Deborah Helprin, John
Herchenroeder, John Tomasso, James
Author Acknowledges
RESTATEMENTS
TEXTBOOKS
Student
Contribution
Gelb
and Nancy Calhela..
,
- Jonah Triebw~ser
REVIEW BOOKS
· Gary Graifman, a ·second year student
Dean Speaks in Chicago
Dean E. Donald Shapiro spoke before
- at NYLS; has received _an acknowledgment for his research and writing con- the annual meepng of the Association of
AND ALL OTHER _SCHOOL NEEDS
·-fribution to the foreword of a recently American Law Schools as a panelist on the
pul>li'shed book, Haw To Be Y<YUr Oum topic "Is Accreditation of Graduate Studies
Lawyer, Sometimes by Walter L. Programs Necessary to Insure Quality
Kantrowitz, Esq. and Howard Eisenberg . Control?" The convention was held earlier
this month in Chicago, Illinois.
(Putnam's, New York, 1978).
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~EROXING _
(See ad on page 12 of this issue)

-

.

.

_RESUMES

While-U-Wait Service*

*·*- •*
* *'* *.* * •-** * * * * * * * *'.
SPECIAL NOTE: THE STUDENT BAR
.

OFFSET

~

ASSOC/A TION OF NYLS RECEIVES A
PfRCENTAGE OF-Gil 'S BUSINESS ...

-********~****'* *******

*21 Warren Street
12 John Street
. 732-8746, 47
XEROX copies (8½ x 11) 5 cents each, (above 100- 4 cents each)
OFFSET PRINTING
APPEAL PRINTING
8½xll
30 Appeals or Briefs
(includes binding)
one side._
100 $2.80 .
500 $6.35 ·
1000 $9;95

both sides
$5.60
$11.70$17.90

Up to 25 pages ... $1.95/page
26 to 75 pages ... $1. 70/page
75 to 150 pages ... $150/page

NEW SERViCE: Colo~ enlargements from 35 mm ·slides
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Schroth Publishes
·_-Multilingually
By Scott Batterman
Professor Peter W. Sch!'()th wilfhave
al'ticles published in five diffe~nt Jan.
guages this year - not the same article in
translation; but five different articles.
There will~ an article published in La Ley
(The Law), in Argentina, in Spanish, the •
English title of which is "Public Participation in Environmental Decisionmaking".
An article on products liab~ty will appear
in Ital~ in a book, as yet unt1tlea, to be
published by the_U nione Inustriale. A dif~
fererit arti.cle on products liability fEnglish
title: "A Comparative Overview·o0\Jnerican Products Liability") will appear in
Ser~~atian in the Yugoslav journal
Pravni Zivot (Legal Life). An article, written in Persian for ·Teheran University-will
appear in I~, and_deal with "Human
Rights and Constitutional Law."· _
.
The fifth language - which seems to
~ give law students the greatest difficultyis EJ!glish. The article will appear in The
Forum, the publication of~!ie ABA Section ·
of Insurance, Negligence and Compensation Law, .. and will contain Prof.
Schroth's A)3A Convention speech on
_"Publication Participation in Environrnent;al Decisionmalong: A Comparative
Expression". This article will have·.a different foe~ from the previously mentioned.
Argentinian article; although the titles are
similar. Prof. Schrotli has also written a
chapter on French environmental law deal. - ing with the International and Comparative · Law of the Regulation of Flourocarbons for a book which is being published.
by the Natural ~esources Defense Council
and tlie West German Government.
The Professor admittedthat, whil~ he
speaks: Italian -and Spanish, he does not
speak Serbo-Croatian or Persian. "I know·
enough Serbo-Croatian to recognize some
words, so I know it's not the Bible they're
publishing. I don't know any Persian
though; it could. be the Korm they print,
for all I know." The Italian and Argentinian articles will ~ returned to him, so
that.he can approve the translation.
In addition to these accomplishments, .
S~hroth has ~cently been elected to two
offices ofthe American Association of Law
Schools. He is Chairman-Elect of the Sectjp~ of Environmental Law, and Se~retacy
~
and member of the Board of the Section of
Law and Humanities.'
0

Study.-: ...... :Study....... :.. Study.
,r

What? A Bar Review Cou_rse that doesn't do it for you? That's right.
We'I~ organize the material, present it with a distinguished faculty, ·
and teach i's-sue-spqtting and qtiestion-answering techniques. All
for the best price around; (After all, you do all tbe work.)

-

sommer~wiriter-·. ~ew yqrk ba~ review courses
for information: Call (212) 765-5700 or write_810 Seventh Ave., New York, NY 10019

Practising Law Institute
A not-for-profit qmtinuing legal education _institution
chartered !>y the Board of Regents of the _State of New York.

Campus Reps: Walter_Krefz (516) 264-5028; John Agostini (201) 235-0843; David Commender (516) 437-8369;
Howard
Deutshe (212) 891-3880
.

Bar A~so<:·· Sponso~ing s:tudent
ln~~ran~e iaw Writing_,' C_ontrst
CHICAGO.- -The American. Bar
As.<;ocia.tion's Section · of Insurance, Negligef!ce and Compensation Law has announced
sponsorship of the l!n9- Medicine and Law
Student Writing Contest.
""
bee J. Dunn, ,fr., chairman-of the section's Medicine Law Committee, said, ''The
contest provides an opportunity for 'students to expand their knowledge of emerging issues in the field of health law."
$500 Prize Money
Dunn announced. that the first place
winner will receive a cash award_of.$500 as
well as
all-expense-paid trip to the
ABA's Annual Meeting in Dallas, .T exas, to
present the winnng paper at a·meeting
the Medicine and Law Committee.
~cond and third _place winners will
~eive awards of'$250 and $100 respec· tively. Also, all entries submitted will ~

an

of

,

...

•

'1

-

considered for publication.
Essayists are permitted to choose any
topic which concerns emerging legal issues
in the area of medicine and law. Entries- ·
should be ~a minimum of 3,000 words in
length and mu~t •be _original, unpublished
works.
·
·
All entrants must pre-register their
intent 'to submit a paper by March 1, 1979.
Completed papers must be postmarked on /
or before May 1, 1979. The results of the
, competition will be announced on July 1,
1979..
·
Official contest regulations, registration forms and membership applications
may fie obtained from Nancy Parker (312/
9.47-3868) at ABA Section of Insw::ance,
Negligence and CompehsationLaw, Med- ·
icine and Law Writing Contest, 1155 East
60th ~ t , Chicago, Ill._60637.

·

.

·

•.

'ATTENTIO~ _ .
NYLS COMMUNITY
.

-

GID~ON ROTHSCHILD
.

-

Class of 1980

Certified Publie Aeeountant
is available for eonsultation and
assistanee in Tax Planning· areas
-

t.

.

for you or your elients

.Reasonable Fees ·Phone (tt12) 752-7299

.'
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Contemplations

Read This; It's A
_Whale Of A Stor:y

by James Frankie
.
by Jonah Triebwasser-----------1 was sitting in Gil's Cafe Ltd. one day and decided to write an article for EQUITis. My '
As you may guess frorri the byline, this reporter has more than the usual interest in
intentions were to write about my experiences thus far at NYLS. However, because r the subject of whales. According to a recent Associated Press dispatch, my favorite mode ·
wrote . mos~ of this article on the LIRR while coming to school one morning, I could of transportat;_ion is now being protected tiy the Federal government, which· has esmanage no more than a few scattered thoughts.
tablished a new crime- ~ whale harrassment- -that has the bite (you'll · excuse the
While.at'law school I have learned to almost finish The New York Times Crossw'ard expression) ofa$1Q,OOO !'ine.
Puzzle. I don't unaerstand why- someone who reaches law school should have to be
The National Oceanic and Atmcispherjc Administration, which has jurisdiction over
subjected to a writing requn:ement. No, our famous jurisprudential theorist does not . _m arine ma:11mals, feels the· new ·regulations are necessary to protect whales from the
have a tailor named Sam, and no, his pants ar~ not really a bulletproof vest. ·f think it's rapi~ly growing number of persons ..yho are engaged in "whale watching. " Whale
terri]:>le that Scott Batterman was denied tenure. I've been ·told that the U. of Penn.·Law , watchers roar across the 9cean in high-speed rubber rafts, often pulling up alongside
School publishes it~ exam schedule during registratiop. -Students are thus a:llowe_d to pick
- .
.
their own exam schedule. I guess we only·want to emulate the-"big nll!fle schools'' in the
important areas of legal education. _ .
'
Gil has promised to donate a sketch.of an' oak-tiee to our-new building everytime. a
- student purchases his new no-cal pizza. No doubt his contribution ·to the campus
beautification program is already in full swing.
·
· ·
,, Now that a certain administrative~figure has been promoted to Qean,._ does this
increase.his powers or merely legitimize those he has already been exercising?
I'm ashamed to admit that I like TV's ·''.Paper Chase" despite its total lack of
credibility. If there is a fire in the schoof, will anyone other than those in the 47 Worth
Buililing survive 1. Does Galway's giv-e anybody a buyback? Coming here to school has
helpe9 me ~njoy Little Italy and Chinatown. They are great places in New Y<irk that;_ I _
· .
· - ·.
. previously knew little or not~ing about.
Wasn'.t that noble of Willis Reed to voluntarily resign as Knick coach when be felt he
couldn't do the job? The knicks now have Red Holzman, a more experienced babysitter.
The more you learn about people in law school, the more they seem like yourself and
J_lOt as you first envisioned them.
Now that the Mets have Greg Fields, will there be any need.to sign Dooley Womack
-,;,.
'4>'
in the free agent market?
.
•
~ ""·:•• ~
4
Since entering law school I've noticed that I win more arguments with friends. Is it
~
- - ~;::,
because I argue more? The secret is to know when and when not to argue and when and
The White Beluga Whale is one of the Species protected under a new federal
when not to win. A semi-used fluorescent underliner to whomever can name the SBA·
,
enforcement program.
• president and what he's.done.,
· -mating and nursing whales, forcing the sea beasts to break off their. activities.
Some whale watchers have been known to drhe small rubber dinghies onto a whale's
Music helps me ~eep my sanity. Why our library continues to buy books with pages
missing is beyond me. Should Criminal Law e,cculpate someone who mistakenly rapes an back, with the outboard motor's whirling propellors cutting out chunk~ of flesh from the
underagepregnantinosquitq? AreSummaryProceedingsbejnginitiatedagainstacertain animal, and separating cows from calves. Scientists at NOAA are concerned that the
adjunct professot:Z There is no truth .to the rumor that Danny is running for the Illinois whales, frightened .by the boats of the whale watchers, will be disturbed during their
State Senate. What would we have done during that paper strike without EQUITAS? I wish br.e eding and nursing activities, which will result in a substantially lower ?irth rate. Many
the students who write on the bathroom wail would confine such -conduct-to their members of whale species are currently on the brink of extinction: The new law
·homerooms. I want to thank Steven Emanuel for teaching ~e w hat little I knO\v about enforcement effort against"'whale watching" is taken by NOAA under the authority of
Civil Procedure. I hope everyone had a nice holiday.
the Endangered Species Act of 1973 and other supporting legislation. Whale watchers
·
m\_\st _now remain at least 300 yards distant from any whale in a recognized breeding and
calving area. Outside oft_hese ¥ eas, whale watchers cannut approach within 100 yards of
~~ ©~@[ru ' [}{]@ll!JIB@
, a whale. This applies to swimm~rs, divers and persons in boats. Aerial observers must
maintain a minimum altitude of 1,000 feet.
'
It is also illegal to travel faster than a single whale being observed or faster than the ·
slowest whale in a group of w_!:iales.
.
_.
.
Also prohibited are herding or driving whales, separating a cow ·from a calf and
multiple changes in vessel speed while between 100 and 300 yards from the whale.
Your reporter is one person that NOAA should not worry about getting too close to 3:
whale ... not_with a name like Jonah.
·

(g~l!JJU1r

-\Yedn•sday,Feb. 7, i979,
3 PM to 'l PM
Fr•-• ·Coff•• and Cak•·

5liam F2.1

ONLY AT

6 PIECE OUTFIT

--- Vlrltar XC-3 ·.

-

C.D.C

~

·· --$189.79

::::~rile .: ---·-VIV~TAR 700
...

flash - -

MODEL 265
_MODEL· 2 ~
MODEL: 273
-

.

Lem

VIYitar!lec.Fwh ,
- Aux. Telepboto Lena

Cadget Big

·.
'

............ POCKET KIT .
• · · - ...~ POINT AND SHOOT WITW

BUILT IN ELECTRO~IC FLASH
SPECIAL PRICES MOST VIVIT4R LENSES AVAILABLE AT SPECIAL PRICES _ .
.

SPECIAL SALE
:.,PRICES
ON ALL...
,,
VIVITAR LENSES

. $32.79

.FOR THE'LOWEST PRIC£S ·
..
ONALL _
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQ.
· .CALL - 226-1014

SEE US

FOR All OF YOUR PHOTOGRAPHIC NEEDS QUALITY DEVELOPING' & PRINTI~~ AT DISCOUNT PRICES.
PASSPORT AND I.D. PHOTOS WHILE YOU WAIT.
CAMERA DISCOUNT CENTER -

YOUR TRADE IN CENTER

INN
·RESTAURANT
Featuring Italian American Cooking
in a , turn' of the .Century atmosphere
Open for breakfast, lunch and dinner
8 Thomas 'St., -1 Block South of Worth St.
off 300 Broadway 962_;8316
Mon. 7:30-10:00
Tues.-Fri. 7:30-10:00
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EQUITAS Elects New Editors

Niw _Building -Construction
'Pro~eeds At Slow Pace
by Leonard Ross
Renovation ·of 55 Worth Street continues, although slowly. The NYLS administ~tion anticipates an April 1979
completioy of parts of the building. The '
Automatic Re_frigeratio* Corp., and
, Strand ·Electt:Ical Corp., have been
awarded contracts respectively for the air
conditioning, heating and electrical work.
Work in these areas has already begun,
according to £hil King, Buildings Superintendent; plumbing· and construciton
work are to begin soon.
Final plans for · the building depict
classroom and faculty offices on floors
·three, four and five and library facilities on
floors one and two. NYLS clinics will be
-housed in the basement of the building.
There will be access from 47 Worth to the
55 building on the basement, second, third
and fourth floors. As reported earlier,
(~QUITAS Oct:'78) the Froessel Library
will be connected to the first floor of 55
Worth.
New Law Center
_ Bobrow Fieldman & Associates, who
were ~warded a $100,000 contract in October 1978, continues to prepare the specifications report for the proposed new NYLS
· Law Center. Bobrow Fieldman, an architectural planning firm, is compiling information from the NYLS community to
compose a picture of the present and future
needs of NYLS. Ira Goldfarb of the ,
- firm said that he 'baa · contacted a sub· stantial part of the NYLS community regarding the needs of the faculty, students,
organizations and administration in the
proposed new Law Center. "I~ is an ex-
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The student newspaper is pleased
announce the ~lection _of three new
editors. Standing are As~iate Editor Kenneth Small and Managing Editor Oennis •
'6' Gagnon. Seated wit~ ~ditor in Chief Jonah Triebwasser is th~ new Alumni Editor,
Marie Richardson. Miss Richardson replaces Judith Waldman who graduated last .
~ month.
_
·
~ . Copy Editor Cecilia Blau resigned. from the editorial bo~rd effective with this
!~SU~
.
-

l

I

Mrs. Blau continues in her posltlo_n as an investigative reporter.

_
Notice to Students
On occas~on your family may want to · ters, it would be wise for each student to
rea_chx ou in an emergency. The officiai-- furnish to those persons nearest and ·
policy of New York Law Schoof is to dearest to them a schedule .of classes
~ttempt to contact all student~ in class and room numbers for the current sein a "true emergency" for we all under- mester in order that the caller may be
stand how frustr:ating it could be to able to furnish this information to our
know that someone is in a certain loca- operator.
tion and yet be unable to contact him or
Sincerely yours,
her when such emergency arises.
Arnold H. Graham
In order to expedite and facilitate matVice Dean

55 Worth Street

hausti~e process," said Goldfarb, "forcing
NYLS to delineate its needs for space, access and equipment." No date for delivery.
of th~ specifications report to the Board of
Trustees has been set; it seems a quality
report is contemplated rather than an
3!!1algamation ofunrelated numbers.

BAR/BRI
Enrollments Are Up! .
'
/

As BAR/BAI enrollments have
climbed, the state pass percentage
has increased. We don't claim "causeand-effect," but we know we must be
doing someth!ng right!

Last summer, New York's p;ss rate
was one of the highest ever. And more ·
- than half those who passed were BAR/ ·
- -BAI enrollees. BAR/BAI trained more
·than-2,300 persons, inore than all other
bar review courses combined. ·

BAR/BRl's overall pass percentage
· was higher than the state rate, and at
many New York schools we had a pass
percentage in the low 90's or high 80's.

.

Thus while some bar reviews claim
astronomically high percentages each
· year, there is only one pass rate you
can trust - the State Rate. And as
.BAR/BAI enrollments·have climlled,
the State Rate has climbed with it.

We thought _you'd like to know.
,-

OOutri

., ..

"New York's Largest and Most Successful-Bar Review."™

-BAR/BRI
P~~s Rates Ar~ Up!
and
The N·e w York State
Pass Rate Js Up!

For lnformat~on AbouySecond
~me~er Discount~h~k With .Your Campus Representatives:
Class of 1979

Class of 1980

Alan Goldberg _
-Judith Greene
Christa Hoeher
Betty Anne Walrond
Baba Zipkin
John Reddy
Greg Winter
CraigYamell
Nelson Tunis
Jaimie Roberts
' Deborah Nobel

JoanAlster
Danny Chavez
DeanCycon
Jim Flanagan
Ira Fogelgaren
Stephen Powell
Brian Quint
Richard Schapiro
Mollie Schecter
Shelley Rossoff
Nancy Wallace

OOubn

. Th~ New York and Multislate ExpertTII

.>
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Camera · Ca/Jtures Legal Venues
""''There was no town uritil there was a
(P-hoto rigtit: Shelby County CouflHouse court house," wrote William faulkner in
Center, Texas, 1883-85 ·
·
--one of his n~vels. _ ' _. _
_
Photographer_ls -Geoff Winningham)
Once --there Wa& a court house, of
course, life l"eyolved around it. It wasn't
just the place where judgement was meted
out on the · Lizzie Bordena·. ~d Patty
l{earsts who~ thr:ough its doors. Nor .
where Sacco and.Vanzetti were sentenced
to death. Neither was it just the )tome of ~
the. Scopes ~M.onkey and other famous trials, nor th~ place where men gathered to
to wai:_ and women· waited for_news of ·:, ·
their ret~ It was and is the plare where
our births and deaths are recorded,:-iinportant deeds :registe~ and ·even where we
-buy the license for tile dog. . I • '
\
'. . . After centuries of recording our hi'ltory, the Court -House has finally received
recogajtion of its 6wn. Recently, JosephE.
Seagnu_n, the distillers, commissioned 24
photographers to _pliotograpli over 1;300_
, court houses afu.oss thecountfy. The result
· - was a total o:(-8,000 . SUP.erb pliotograp_hs
· w~ch will ultimately be donated to t~e
Li6rary of Congress.:
_ -. Of the pli<itographs, 360 are in a new
(Photo left: Starke Coun~ Court House
book;' called "Court llouse/' which faithful.:
Knox, lndlana;.1&97-98· • ·
Jy records· American architecture from the ~
Photographer
Is
Bob
Thrall)
earliest, rural log cabin through the flamboyant.expansiveness of the 19th century
to the clean, clear lines of the presen{day.
'
Interior .photographs, on tlie other hand, ~rong sense of grass-roots America," Cal- · while architectural historians. Henry Rus, . "Court House" has · been edited by
-verge on•still life; recording scenes tnat vin Trillin, staff writer for the ·New Yor- sel Hitchcock and William Seale discuss the ··Richard Pare; a young British photogrange from opulent ballustraded stairwells ker, portrays the fasciilaµng _politics and significanceofthecourthoµsei.nrelatfonto " .rapher (who contributed severa1 ··of his
to a dispassionate _view of empty- jury: folklo._re of the counties and their court the history of American architecture.
phot9graphs) and was_conceived .and dichairs set against ·a wall scarred by~ omi- ·houses. In ·additfon, the Hon. Paul C. . •
Photos on Exhibit
_
rected by .architect Phyllis Lambert. Pub- .
nous-looking crack. ·
Reardon,~- Justice (Ret.) contributes· :
A further 120 photographs are part of fished by Horizon Press, -it is available in
A,long with.the 360 photos in tlie Book, an essay on.the development of the-Ameri:.. the Court House Exhibition now ~ppearing bookstores at $35;00 (cloth) and $18. 95 (pa~
.
perback).
which the New York Times says convey "a. can judicial· system_at-the county level, . in v_arious parts of the country. ~

go
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DON'T GET· L0ST_IN;;-THE CROWD

law

For the individual
student ~ho still thinks like one
· Consiaer the alternative Bar Review -

PIEP.ER N. Y. Mtiltistate ]Jar· Review .- · .
·* Class.- size limited to 250 ·students -for June-July ·1979
session
Active pArtkipatfon-seminar style is ·geared to_permit
accesstothelecturer -·
,

:tc

* Take ltome cassettes for missed classes
·,

* CPLR.Ho~e
Study (6. cassettes) for ...early preparation
- ·-

* Essay writing clinic·s where ~ssays are graded and
critJqued ~ · ·
- * .Daily multiple choice -quizzes on the" 6 Multistate
. · - subjects and 30 NY subjects which'are -graded, recorded·
and returned
,
µ

-

.... , .. ,. . ., .

,-.,

~

- .
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· by Andrew J. Franklin
pose by presenting speakers and programs
, New . York Law School has a new in the fieid of military law, by developing a
student organization; the Military Law military bibliography in t}Je •library, by
.Society recieve_d -formal re_cognition during assisting the armed services in their rethe ·Fall, 1978 academic terni and had its ·crµiting efforts, and by lobbying New York
_ first me~ting during November. The pur- Law SchooLto actually offer the military
pose of the Mjlitary Law Society is to law course advertised in ·the catalogue . .
study, collect and disseminate information Eventually it is hoped that a militlµ-y law
· _ pertaining to the field of military faw to the newsletter can be presented.
The Military Law Society is open to all
NYLS COf!IInUnify.
. .
students regardless of previous military
There is a great deal of ignorance and experi~nce. Currently, there are 15 members
. misinfo~ation.-regarding military law. in the society and Professor Joel Martel has ·
'-The lack of understanding of just what agreed to serve as faculty advisor. A
-military law actually is, its development, budgetary request has been submitted to
history, purpose and practice, is unfortu- the Student Bar Association.. The next
-..nate· because .it leads many students to 'scheduled meeting of the society will be
reject, · without _thought or consideration, held during the ·coming week. We
the option offered by the ruined forces· of hope that a number of students will take the United 'States. The Military, Law advantage of the opportunity tp join in the
' Society will ' work .to correct existing expan__sion of this ,new organization. The
misconceptiops, replac_ing them wit~ . a Spring semester will see the Military Law
Society ac_tively participating_ in the affairs ·
positive orientation towards military law.
The Society ~11 accomplish its -pur- of-NYLS.

* Over 2500 pages-of review material
AND
SAV
E
..
$
l·OO
'
E
ND.
A
F·
R
IEN·oS
_
·•

~

The Military Lands At NYLS . :.,.

>

* MU1''£ISTAT-E materials with NY.exceptions noted for
~elf-te~ting and mastery of the 6 multistate subjects
w.hich makeup 40%. of the-BAR
EXAM.
·
.
-·
.·
.

Contact your NYLS rep:
Jim.O'Gara/(516)_485-~472

. -·

~

The Pieper New York MultiStateBar Review
1539_Franklin AvenueMineola, New York, 11501 .
(516) 747-4311_ ·
.__~~~~...:....-~~=~~:-:-~~~~=~=-=~---::=;-:;;.;=-:==:-----'

Haight .Speaks
__(Jri-·. ,lnt'l. Law
-~

.

_,

by Bill.Holm
. international investment will ·also be covThe New York Law Schoof Int~r ered. In the dis<;ussion following the
n;tional La~ Society is sponsoring a · lec- . lecture, students will have the opportunity
ture by Mr. G. Winthrop Haight, a noted to draw on the many years Mr. Haight has
authority on international law·. Mr. Haight spent in internatio~l practice. Mr. Haight
will speak on international law and inter- is a distinguished practitioner in the field as
national business o_n Thursday, February .,.well as an accomplished scholar. He.is the
8, at 4:30 P.M . in room 301 o(57 Worth St; 8.uthor Of numerous.law review articles on
The talk will focus on the-rules of inter- · thetopicofinternatiqnalbusiness. Thelecnational law relevant • to internatio~ tw:e and discussion promise to be informabusiness -and investment. Evolving pat- tive. All students and faculty are invited to
terns of _regulafion and control and the . attend.-A wine and cheese reception on t he·
reconciliation o( _co_mpeJing interests in , 5th floor of 47 Worth will follow the event .

_

/
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rfo Sit, Or Not To Sit.. ~
.

by Dennis Stukenbroeker--- - - - - - - - - _ _ .,

_ Qyercrowding in classes has become a chronic problem at the beginning of each
seme_ster. Some students show up early to be sijre of getting a seat. Others get _tired of
squatting on the floor like coolies and stop coming. _
Ironically~ the_re are also small classe~ spread through large classrooms like the
last-night audience of a Broadway flop.
The·expansion of the scnool's admissions has-put a strain on facilities, true enough.
_Also, most students would 1>robably prefer perching on a radiator to the procrustean
alternative of befng closed out of a class. One would like to think that increased tw1ion at ·
least bought the stuqent a seat. Better planning could make things more civilized. .
At first blush; 1)¥t.oftne solutiim seems simple: match class size with room size: The
computer tells t~e .a dministration how many- students there are but maybe they don't
. know how many seats exist. They don't pass many classrooms going to and from their
offices and_out.to lunch. In the procesg of moving walls and remodeling, .they may have lost
track of just how many seats there are. · ' ·
_ The· administration often accuses EQUJ1'AS of o_nly complaining, so this tune we
decided-·to do something postive. We counted the seats for them and sent a copy tQ Dean
William Bruce. This iswhat we came-up with,the·first week oiclasses:
ROOM
477201
_5 7/301T'J7/302
57/401_

57/501
- · .57/502
57/604
57n02

57nfi3

n04 ·

57

57nor,

SEA"TTYPE
100 chai.r:s ,
.
70 seats 7 chairs
73 desks
187 chairs
57 <lesks 2 chairs
60 desks ?2 chairs .
55 desks 20 chairs
45 chairs ·
84 desks 12 chairs ':.34 desks 2 cpairs
32 chairs

NUMBER
100
77 ·

13
187

59

82

"75
45
96
36

32··
TOTAL862

_ The administr-cltion should have no excuse for making people sit in each other's iaps or for trying to use library space for classrooms.
.
1------------------------.....;..---◄
The basement library extension of 57 Worth was not designed for mpre than short-;
term human habitation. It has inadequate ventilation and a subway passes on the other
·
side of the wall. The administr-cltion has attempted to use this and the so-call~ "seminar''
' I~ · ■ ~ ·
~•,
•
roomontheeightlifloorforclasses. Thesearenotclassrooms;theyarepartofthelibrary_
U.A. GEMINI I & 11 64th St & 2nd Ave.
One more little complaint. Our survey revealed-a·total-of 499 wide arm _seats and not
• (212) 832-2720 or (212) 832-1670
, one of them is left-handed. A sinister expert whom
consulted-pointed out that there is a
higher incidence ofleft:-handedness in graduate schools than in the general population and
that there is a particularly high incidence ofleft-handedness in law schools. Some experts
say that 16% of the world is left-handed. This would seem to indicate a need for a minimum
of 80 left handed seats. There are none. Here is yet another blatant example of uncaring
' disctiinination against minorities.
'
'
Edit.or's_note: Feature Editor Stuk~broekeris ru:mored to be left handed .•. ln,,t he's
trying to pass as a rig_
htee. .
1

WORLD PREMIERE ENGAGEMENT
STA~ fRID•AV FEB g

we

a-nd duP Peasonable_pPices

haven't chanBed in 2 yeaPs

./

-

.

_
Applications ar.e now being accepted for consideration for the "Franklyn C. Setaro
. School Spirit and Service Award."
The Dwight Inn Chapter of The International· Legal Fraternity Phi Delta Phi
. presents t his award annually at commencement to a graduating student for notable
,
"
· services to Law School communi_ty life.
. This award competition is open to· all graduating students (day and evening
·
·
division) regardle~ of membership in the Fraternity.
The application should state what · the applicant has accomplished during his
sojourn at NYLS: Please submit applications to the Phi Delta box at 57 Worth Street.
Please suomit applications by March l, 1979 to Scott Batterman, Chairman,
Awards Committee.
·
·

.
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Store Hours: 8-6:30 Mo11.-Fri.

1 *-* * low.est New Yo.rk Price~-* * -* I
!
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. BEST PRIME RIBS in fown
-FRESH EXCELLENT Fish & Seafood.
CLAMS CASINO
STEAK DIANE
and much more.
Sit and relax in our beautiful sidewalk cafe.

. -

!
i
I

. ..

cu1s1ne
cocktail lounge

NO FRILLS!
· _~Vodka & Gin from ~$3.99 a qt.
Rum from $4:Qs a qt.
12 yr. 86° Scotch $5.99.

·

,

10% Discouht ~n cases of wine.

13 7 FRANKLIN -ST.

corner West Bro9:dway
i.
925-7822
S
FREE·
PA~KING
· 11:30 am to 10:30 pm mon-fri
I
5 pm to· 11· pm on Saturdays
I . AFTER 6 PM
10% off with NYLS ID card
I

I.F0R FREE _DELIVER'( PHONE:., ~33-4280 . i
•••11eueaeueaeueueaeueueueueueueu•u~u•11eue1e11e11e11euene11ene11•11•.!'•11e11e11eueue11e
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.(5/00 P.M 'till closinB)
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Cecilia Blau,·Michael-Coneys, Jack Cornfield, Marie Conrad, John Durst, Aaron
Frishberg, James Gelb, Chris Goban, Ronny Green, Sam Himmelstein, Mark
Hofer, Bill Holm, Sharon Kelly, Robert McOueen, Mauro Minervini, Gary Reiner,
Ken _Roden, Robert F. Salvia, Martha Suhayda, Gene Szuflita, Kent Terhunian,
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EQUrrAS is printed monthly during the school year by and for the studenls, faculty and aunni of
New York !-aw-School. Signed articles represent the views of the authors. Unsigned articles represent the~ of the editorial board. Although EQUITAS strives to have a policy of responsible adliertising, we
do not vouch for the accuracy of our advertisements..
:
_ Letters and olhercortespondence should beaddressedto:The Editor, EQUITAS, 57Worth Street,
New York, N. Y. 10013. Telephone: (212) 966-3500, ext 747 or 846. EQUITAS reserves the right to edit
letters to the edilQr for space requirements.
..
•
Entire corllanls © 1979 by EQUITAS. All rights of republication l'8S8Mld. For reprint permission,
write to the editDr at the above address.
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"Good news-everybody! We finally got our grades I"

· ·To-the Editor:
really_be measured. In laJ school;•all you
Please let me-take exception to some- learn to do is recognize a legal problem and
.•. forNew.YorkL~wSchoolahditsstudents. Inthepastfouryearsthisne:wspaperhas thing Cecelia Blau said in her article enti- try to get on a -first name basis with yotir
taken the law: school ·administration and the Student Bar .Association to task for being tied, "Some Thinking About Thinking Like refere_nce material. That's all ·anyone
unresponsive to student needs aJ_Jd desires. we·are pleased to report that this situation is a· L~wyer'', in the November issue of do for you. Not that.I recommend that you
·
EQUITAS. ''We certainly could not hang · should· step out of law school and try a
well on its way to being a thing of the past.
. EQUITAS' is particulary pleased with the new program schedule that allowed students out a shingle upon graduation and expect to murder case your first time out, or a comto 'compl~te their fall· semester exams before the traditional Christmas/Hanukkah/New do a competent job for our client - if we plicated securities and exchange case, ,or ·
Year.s holiday. This change was brought .about ~Ya proposal made by the Student Bar could find that client."
even an anti-trust suit for · a gigantic
A number of-lawyers that I am person- corporation, but I am confident that a ·law
Association, supported by Dean E. Donald Shapiro and the New York Law School
· ~y acquai,nted with have held out a shingle student stepping out of law school tomoradministration and voted in by the students of both the_day an4 evening divisions.
EQUITAS expects that this precedent of pre-Christmas exams will be followed in the upon graduation from law school and done row can serve clients with less demanding
future. We look forward to a commitment to that effect from the school's administration not only a competent, but excellent job for ~ases than these as well as many attorneys
_ and especially from the school's faculty. ...,.
··
their clients. I worked for four months with who have been in the business twenty five
·
Let's ~eep the Ball Rolling
a law firm prior to passing the bar exam- years. In law, experience is over-rated
In -the past six years New York Law School has made tremendous progress and has ination, and then set upmyownpracticein and diligence is under-rated. Best of luck.
a small town in the Adirondacks in New Please ·don't sell yourself and your fellow
reached a high level of esteem inlhe legal academic community.
EQUJTAS would like to suggest a project that would enhance our educational status to York State..Not only is it ~ot inconceivable ·students short.
Very truly yours,
an even higher plain than the one we presently enjoy.
.
that ·a lawyer could graduate from law
Philip ',V. Kenny
In the past, this law school has offered not only the degree of Juris Doctor but the school ~nd set up a practice, and do a good
Class'of 1973
grad~te legal degrees of L.L.M. and S,J.D. as well. A distinguished member .of our job; it is done every day.
faculty, Professor Jack Kleiner !58, received his L.L.B. (the precursor of the J.D.), ·
Perhaps, Ms. Blau, you simply do not To the Editor:
L.L.M. and S.J.D. f:!om ~ew York Law School: We believe that the next logical step in have enough faith in the educational proAs a graduate of New York Law
the continuing elevation of New York Law School's academic status is to offer these cess_involved in law school. Law school School who has , worked with Assistant
graduate level degrees once aga_in.
•
, _
.
does teach you to think like a lawyer, and Deans .Anthony Scanlon and Lucille Hill- We ~e Dean E. Donald Shapiro to appoint a committee immediately to formulate a · does a better job ofit then any law student man, I must take exception to the editorial
possible postgraduate program for New York Law School. If this committee's work is will ever admit. First, because generally that appears in._the November issue of
· successful, Dean Shapiro will be able to start a strong lobbying effort for the funding and speaking, law s~udents have no experience EQUITAS. The titles bestowed upon these
·
being a lawyer and therefore they have no two talented and dedicated people not only
accreditation of this L.L.M. and S.J.D. program.
Now is not the time for the New York Law School ~ministration to rest on its laurels. . basis for a comparison. Second, because serve to recognize their importance within
Only by continued growth and expansion o~our law schOQl, its offerings and its physical faw school is such a painful process, it is the school administration but are necesplant can New York Law School return to the pinnacle oflegal academic greatness. .
only natural to ~etch about it in every sary and fitting to even more effectively
·
way, shape and form. Do not for a. minute carry out their j9bs.
_
AALS Update
be fooled into thinking that law school is
Titles, as you may be,aware, are imEQUITAS is continuing its investigati~n into the visit by the Association of'American worthless, -0r does not do the job that it is portant our society. We live in a world
Law Schools to New York Law School.
.
_suppo~ed to do. If you
9ard working, where rank does have certairi privileges.
Our reporteni are out gathering inf~rmation and o~cial documents in preparation for . conscientious, ' ~d honest, and can get In business, titles such as director or vice
what we hope will be a complete a,nd extensive story on the matter.
~
'
through law school and pass the bar exam, , president immediately convey a person's
However, this newspaper feels that to publish only half the story, prematurely, would you'll ~ an excellent attorney from status within the organi?.ation enabling
be a ~rvice to all parties concerned and especially to our law school.
day one. If you are stupid, lazy, or a crook, them to more effectively deal with their
Watchfutureissuesof"EQU/TASforfurtherdevelopments.
- yoilwouldn'tmakeagoodlawyernomatter pee~ in the business world. In law finns,
how long you went to law school.
t}!ere is considerable difference between
Welcome ...
_·P robably the only reason that no ime the titles associate and partner. Anthony
... to the class of January, 1982. We hope all students and faculty of New York Law has tried to come up with an alternative for · Seanlon and Lucill~ Hilhnan have performSchool will _welcome our JM!w mid-year admission: colleagues .into our academic family. law school and:bar exams is because the ed superbly in their positions. It is cusEQUITAS wishes all the best of luck to our new students in their three years here.
qualities that make a good lawyer camiot_
(please tum to page nine)
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Uncle Eq Might ·Want ¥ou

Ii:1af~·l!.ls··cirl -1:en~r.e & tbe

I

Recently ,New YarkCity MayarEdward Koch annaunced ahiringfreeze thatajfected
·
·
all city agencies. As a service to its readers, EQUJTAS wrote ·t o the Mayor and asked him Mr. Jonah Triebwasser
haw the freeze would s-pecijically affect graduates oj New York Law S chool who are 'Editor-in-Chief
k.
l
· "th
EQUITAS
see l'!!f} emp oyment un the city. We are pleased to prin t, v~batim, Mayor Koch's reply in New·y ·ork Law Sc~hool
this exclusive EQUITAS retmt:
I
Dear Mr. Triebwasser:
.:..
Jonah Triebwasser
Over the last several months, many of the present students at New York Law School
Editor-in-Chief, EQUITAS
and many ofmy former students from the past four years have asked me what my future
New Y,prk Law School
plans are with repect to teaching, practicing law, or otherwise. I thought that I would
Dear Mr. Triebwasser: · ·
.
take
the opportunity to answ_er these_people by writing to you -since all current students
In response to your request, thisJ etter will explain the extent to which the hiring
and
alumni
receive copies of EQUJTAS.
'
.
freeze will limit employment opportunities of recent la'f school graduates who wish to
My answer is, at this time, quite uncertain. I really do.not knowwhat I will be doing
. / work for the City. ·
after the present semester ends in June. I definitely would like to continue in teaching,
· As you know, t he hiring freeze was
here at N.e w York Law School. Whether I do conti,iue here or not, However; is a matter
. implemented as one component o( a larger
that
is beyond my immediate control. Let me provide some briefbackgro~nd.
plan to close a projected budget gap in
I'm sure that most people are aware of the fact that I was denied tenure lastJupe by
Fiscal Year 1979 and in t he subsequent two
the
Board
of Trustees of New York Law School and was given, as required by AA UP
years. In, order to ·accomplish th_is, .strin~
-rules,.
a
one
year terminal cont~~t. Thus, my·e_mployment ends here at New York -Law
gent limitations have been placed on each
School
on
the
31st of August, 1979. The denial of tenure last June by the Board of
City agency's ability to hire between now
~ Trustees was despite a unanimous recommendation for tenure in my case by the Rank and
, - and June 30, 1979. However, based on crit~ Tenure Committee~~ New York Law School, which is composed of tenured Faculty
eria which I have sefforth, agencies will be
i
members and the Dean. In addition to. myself, there were also other cases last-.fune in
able t o make_a certain number of hires
g.
which the Board of Trustees·acted in a manner contrary to the recommendations of the
which the Commissioners deem critical to
,! Rank and Tenure Committee. Although the tenure recommendations for these people
the performance of their agency's func.
were not unanimous, there was a substantiiµ majority for granting tenure. A year before,
tions.
Mayor Koch
in
June 197'Z, there was also an instance in which the Board of Trustees had acted contrary
On January 15, 1979, the hiring freeze will be supplanted by a Citywide Program to
to
a recommendation of the Rank and Tenure Committee.
·
Eliminate the Budget Gap, with limitations on hiring through the end of FY 1979
It was felt by a number of Faculty members: both tenured and untenured, that such
governed by the targeted savings levels ·established for each agency in this program.
;Accordingly, the extent to which c ·ity agencies will be affected by the freeze ~l be known independent determinations by the· Board of Trustees, opposite to recommendations of
the Rank and Tenure Committee, violated the spirit of AA'.LS guidelines which state that
at that time.
,
,... L
I appreciate t he concern expressed by you on behalf of students of N ~w York Law the governance of a law school (which includes faculty promotions and the granting of
School and want to extend my sincere ,best wishes to those students who are interested in tenure) shoajd be left to the faculty itself. Only in rare and compelling circumstances
shoulda determination of a fac~lty Rank and Tenure Committtee-be overriden-by a Bol!.l"d
' pursuing public service careers with New York City'.
·
·
Very truly yours, of Trustees. B~cause there w~re numerous instances at New York-Law School where the
Edward I.Koch Board Trustees had acted contrary to the recommendations of the Rank and Tenure
Mayor Committee, a complaint was made.to the AALS in August of 1978. Approximately a third
ofthe,full-time faculty of New York Law School signed the complaint. The AALS found
sufficent merit in the complaint to send, in October of 1978, two investigators New
(continued from page eight)
.
-of the Human i(i,ghts R eview, stipulated York Law School to question membe_rs of the Board of Trustees, the administration, and
,toniary in-quality law schools for people-in that the absolute word limitofasubmitted · the faculty. The investigators were.trying to find out what went on and to evaluate the
.. , , !,!i~se jobs to_carfy similar titles. Mr. Scan- essay was 1000 words; Essays containing reasons for the various actiops taken by the Board of Trustees.
· :- lori-has done much to maintain the hig~ over. 1000 words were in violation of the
. In December of f978, The AALS investigators issued a statement of "Recommendstandards now in existence for admission to rules of the competition and, therefore, ations to the Faculty, Administration and Board of Trustees of New York Law School."
New York Law School, thus ~uring the should not have been considered.
These.recommendations were o!fered in the hope that they would be adopted by both the
.complainants and the Law School and thus lead to an amicable resolution of the differschool's gr"clduates a future place among the
hier.irchy of the legal community. Ms. HillThere is no doubt that the students ences that had occurred. With respect to the portion of these recommendatioi:is concernman has been instrumental in motivating selected to join the Him iar1, Rights Review ing myself, the AALS investigators strongly recommended that the Board of Trustees ·
alumni to take an active interest in school · submitted !!Xcellent essays. However, should withdraw the notice-of termination given to me and extend my teaching period for
affairs and, just as important, to contribute . those who wrote essays in excess of 1000 another-two years, -with a tenure dedsion to be made in the Spring of 1980. The
.,.J much needed mo1.1ey to enable t he school to
wo~ must have been entering some investigators felt that there were sufficient' questions raised about. the fairness and
expand and offer greater service to stu- ot her competition. These students con- necessity of the Board's decision to terminate me such that "withdrawal of such notice is
dents.
sciously disregarded the rules' of the reasonable and in the best interest of the Law School." The recommendations went on to
It ·is an insult to t hese t wo fine indi- competition and shoulq not be rewarded. say that withdrawal of the notice of termination was "powerfully iecommended" by the
viduals and to the alumni of the school to · The fact that they worked long and hard to various circumstances surrounding the denial of.tenure last June.
read an editorial in a st udent newspaper produce their essays is, ultimately, irI have already indicated, orally and by formal letter, to New York Law School (the
that fails to see the importance of the con- relevant. The operative fact is that those Dean and the Chairman of the Board of Trustees) and to the AALS investigators that I
tributions made to New York Law School · students who remained wifhin the limit, would gladly accept a two year extension of my teaching contract. I would use the two
by Anthony Scanlon and Lucille Hillman. I who followed the rules, ~ ere competing at year extension, if granted, to write and to increase my output of scholarly. articles. It
urge you to reconsider this matter and pub- a disadvantage.
.
appeared that the denial of tenure in my case was based on what the Board of Trustees
lish an editorial more in keeping with t he
' It is unfortunate that there are stu·
,
(please turn to page fifteen)
fitness of the subject and the dignit y ofour dents who don't believe that the rules of the
competition should apply to their essays.
schoof.
,
Yours truly What is even sadder, and most inexplic, _ Audrey C. King able; is t hat the staff of the H1iinan Rights
Edito·r's note:_At,,w point in _o ur edito- Keview should sanction this misconduct by
rial did we criticize either Dea n Scanlon or selecting as members several students who
Dean H ill-,,u'm in the perj_ormance of their deliberately ignored the rules promulgated
· " Unusually, fine fresh food"
res-pective jobs.
·
by that staff.
We did say that, in onr apiit1011, the
I am requesting, therefore,, that the
lmretruc-racy of NYLS was too large for a staff of the H u111Qn (lights Review
small school_ a ni that the t.itle of "'Demt" reevaluate its selections and· make its
157 Duane ~t.
should be rese-rved fo ra'ttorneys or persons detemination of t he winners based on-the
Betw ■ -Hudson
· 111ith teaching e.1:perie-nce. We -d id not in- · rules of the competition. That, somehow
tend t<J insult anyone and we a re sor,-y il seems to be the fair solution to a problem
& W. B'way
our edito,rial 1vas misinterpreted by any of that need not ever have ~ n.
•
964-0524
Respectfully
our readers.
To The Editor: .
Andrew J. Franklin
The H11111a11 Rights Rel'ieu· conducted ·
Seem~ Year Day
writ ing· competition during t he Fall,1978
term. The selection process by which tlie To the Editor
Beerand
_ . E ight months ago I was faced with
winners were determined was conducted
-Brunch
-Wine Tues.-Fri. 11 :30'A.M.-10:30P.M.
in a manif'.estly unfair manner. Several of trying to support ·myself w~e- attending
-Lunch
now
Sat. & Sun.11A.M.-10:30P.M.
·
school
full-time.
Idreamed
up
wild
those students who were selected to join
-Dinner
available
Mon. 11 :3oA:M.-3P.M.
the Hu11um Rights R el'ieu· submitted es- schemes -to feed myself. .. find an old lady
says containil)g well over one thousand who-likes houseboys who study 12 hours a
. (please t~i:_n to page thirteen)
words. The rules, established.by the sb!ff
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It's Alway:s· S(!mething

Defensi:.ve? ·
- ....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ by Mauro Minervini - - - --- - - - - - - We law students are a strange breed, hardy to be sure: but strange nonetheless.
Confi:onted by a formidable array of obstacles, we create defepses. We try to rati~nalize
_our paranoia by pointing out that -the odds are stacked viciously and insurmountably_
against us. We react to the pressure and iil:timidation of law school with either bravado
If He Haa Gone To Lat«? School lnsteaq Of ·
_ and gusto or frenzy-and tears._We actually convince ourselves that we d~n't give a damn
whetlier or not we just passed the toughest exap1 since Cardozo flunked Torts. On a
,Trying ~To -Ident1,fy With- The
personal level too intimate.to tolerate smoke screens and self delusions, we all privately
question wpether the~ is a place for _us in the life ~er Akaqe111eia. Our questions
•
motivated ~ot only by a desire for job satisfactio_n and personal edification, but also by a
by Dennis Stukenbroeker
concern about economic uncertainties and the wicked curves of supply and·demand. G~t
In Chez Gil, the basement boite of a great· metropolitan -law school, Angelica ·caught on the '!down" side ofone of those babies and it can be like tJ"Ying to sell a hard luck
&hwartzbaum-Haskell swings her Gucci book bag through the tables full of colorful story on the Bowery.
.
ethnic types. Her Gloria Vanderbilt jeans lightly t_ouch the qJ:Iaint cafe chair seat and she
•You would th_ink with all this that they could relax, right? I mean really, you-would
·
,
-·
·
.
think being a lawyer, af!;er wall~wing through that emotional quagmire, has got to be some
waits.
_
The ~moke
her ~lend·e~ cigarette for the low tar woman curls toward the
kind of prize, right? Attorney at 1:,aw, Gounselor, Baqister - they are titles that create
~ Bruce puts the coffee ~m the table. Bruce nad been a year ahead of her at college. He prestige and elicit pubijc respect, right? Wrong!
. ·
was a year ahead ofherin law school. ''Thanks," she says. ''What <}o I owe you?"·
Tlie mere mention of the word lawyer has been known to induce paroxysms of anxiety
"Forgetit,"saysBruce.-"Ijustgotpaid."
•
_
· in men of reknowned fortitude. It seems that lawyers are suffering from an_image
1
'!You're WQrking?" Bruce nods. "In.a firm?" He nods again. "Supei; :• Angelica says problem. The last H~rris poll showed the public's opinion of the legal profession rated
enthusiastically. ✓She remembers he work_e d in a pizza parlor at college. She remembers them somewhere between automobile mechanics and T. V. repairmen. Perhaps, the most
him in a striped vestand a ~ti-aw hat carrying pitchers ofbeer.-'"You must be learning a lot poetic articulation of the jaundiced view.many people take of our prospective p~fession,
you can't learn in class."
·
·· ,
was the linguistic coup ':?f couµng the word "shyster'~. What happened to the public image .
''True," says Bruce. "I never knew how a postage ·m eter worked before. Pi~ked it up oflawy~rs, and -..yhat can we do to correct it short of hiring Freddy Silverman as president
rightaway. I'llhavetoaddittomyresume."
_
oftheA.B.A.?
..;
Angeµca-looks into the distance. "l'vecgot to get my resume made up," she says with
Unfo~unately, ·much of the criticism is deserved. Certainly he is best equipped to
- circumvent the law who is g-<linfully employed setting it down in stone. ·For many,
resolve. "I'm going to apply for an internship next summer."
"With what?'' asks Bruce.
.
Watergate was the ~lincher. A group of the most powerful and respected lawyers in the
"I'd
alirni that's involyed in internationa_I law. That's what I want·to.go into. I've country proved that Jeft to their own r.:)sources, they were not only dishonest enough to
got to go up to the placement office and get a list."
devise an_d implement a pattern of calculated misfeasance but were also incompetent
"Do the.y take people with one year 9f law school?"
enough to get caught.
·
Angelica shrugs. "I c'an try. If you get a slimmer job with them that means there's a Television has been of little help lately: Kaz; this year;s legal whiz kid, is an ex-con ·
good chance they'll hire you when you get out," she says matter-of-factly.
and the lawyers you see on shows like Barney Miller and All i7'!: the Family are of the
"Hi, guys," says Jack. He'tlrops his briefcase•with the broken handle on the floor and genre that chase ambulances on mopeds. Raymond Burr left Perry Mason to overdevelop
~es ~ vacan~seat. tAn~lica met Jack through Bruce. As a first-year student ~he thought his forearms on Ironside, and not even Petrocelli has held a candle to him since.
1t was unportant she meet some third-year students. None ofthem asked her out.
As law students what can we do? We go on. ~ike Datsun, we are driven. Hopefully, .
_. Broce eyes Jack warily. "New suit'!" he asks..
·
we can change the way the public sees us as the lawyers of tomorrow, and ma~be even get
_ _ Jack fingers the !'Did-width lapels. "Robert Hall Receiver Collection," he says. "My comfortably well off in the proce ss. Strange as we may be for subjecting ourselves to the
interview suit. Jui investmentin the future."
r
~ abuses inherent in our chosen path we-w.11 truly have accomplished a notable goal ifwe can
"How much?" Bruce asks flatly.
restore tlie confid~nce of the straight-shooting John Q. who after all wants nothing more
"Eight tho~ resumes," says Jack.
for his money than to get himself a good liar... ah .. I me~ lawyer. .
1
Bruce nods appro_v ingl~ "Looks better than the one I saw yesterday for 9500."
"You have an intervie:w?"-Angelica asks.
.
·
'
''Well, no," says Jack. "But I have the suit. ·1 thought I'd w;ar it today because
Does the Constitution follow -a person role in prisoner's rights litigation and pris- - they're taking my Capital P.imisfurlent Clinic down to show us a courtroom." ·H e &gins
·on reform in light of the expanding prison
J!rison?
~
into
eating a packet of crack«:rs t!tat had been left on the table. "What are you taking this
The current status of this question will population, and will review First Amendsemester?" he asks Bruce.
.,.
.
"I ,wanted to -take 'Malpractice'," Bruce says, · ''but it conflicted with 'Plea be the focal point of the Practising Law ment _a nd other constitutional rights; i!CInstitute seminar, P.risoners' Ri,ghts, to be ·cess to courts and legal assistance; parole
·
Bargaining', so I had to take 'Footnotes and.the Law'."
prese.nted February 9-10, 1979, at the and parole evaluation; behavior programs;
"Is it worth talcing 'Landlord and Tenant'?" Angelica asks;- ·
and post-release disabilities.
Barbizon Plaza Hotel in New York City.
"I don't know," says Jack. "I took it last year an!l I still got evicted."
Alviri J. Bronstein, National Director
The facul~y will examine the lawyer's
There is no end to this. It goes on·ad infinitum....
of The National Prison Project, Washington, D.C., and Philip J. Hirskop; Civil
Rights Attorney and Cofounder of The
National ~rison Project, A.Iexandri~, Virginia, will chair the seminar.
·
Faculty are: Joel Berger; Attorney,
NAACP Legal Defense Fund; Clair A.
Cripe, General Counsel, Federal Bureau of
Prisons; U.S. Department of Justice;
Bruce J. Ennis, Legal Director; American
Civil Liberties Union; Allen Breed, Director, National Institute of Corrections, and
Special Master, Federal District of Rhode
Island; Michael B. Mushlin, Project Director, Prisoners'. Rights Project, New York
Legal Aid Society; William G. Nagel,
Executive -Vice President, The American
Foundation, and Director, Institute of
. Corrections; Burt Neuborne, Professor,
School of Law, New York University;
Judith Resnik, Lecturer in Clinical
Studies, Guggenheim Fellow, Yale Law
School; and Gerald J. Ryan, Assistant
Attorney General, State of New York.
The fee for the seminar including the
course handbook is $125.
For further information contact
Nancy Hinman, Practising Law Institute,
810 Seventh -Avenue, New York, New
York 10019 - (212) 765-5700.

Or, What ]ea_n-Paul Sartre· Would Have Written
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FREEZE THE COURSE PRICE FOR S25
-.A$95 Non-Refundable dep9sit is r~quired for
. release of materials.
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FREE OUTLINES
THROUGHOUTLAW SCHOOL
Stop inflation. By enrolling now, you assure
yourself of 1980, 1981 or 1982 bar review course at
present prices - probably·resulting rn a savings of
between'$25 - $1 Ob; or more. ·
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By enrolling in_any Marino-Josephson/SAC bar review •

course n~iw you c~n §ave a lqad of-morJey ~nd assure:.
_

- yourself of continuous academic support from Marino' Jos_ephson/BRC and CES (The Cent~r for Greative. ·
. Educational Services), America's finest"academic team.
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AUDIOTAPE LIBRARY
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least a 10% discount on all CES·books and programs,
~inciuding Sum & s~bstance books an9 tapes, and .
the special LAW (Law Analysis Workshops) co.urses
for first year students.
....

Listen_on cassette to any bar lecture of your choice
in Marino-Josephson/BR(? office.
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FR·EE TRANSFERABILITY
Your BRc··enrollment can be transferred to a_ny
other-S.RC course in a different St_5ite.

.

•
Robert Clark (Coordinator) · 873-3166
· • - -Pa.ul Cohen
·
241-1831 ·
• Jan Geller
675-3049
• ·. ttyman S~kman
671-0636
•
Gen&Szuflita :, •
788-5242
e . William Teltser
866-3319 •
201/432-9313
-Donald. Wilson

.

Of all first-time takers from all New York
law scbools, an extra-ordinary 89% of those
who too~ the Madno course passed the
tough New Yor~ ~Bar .Exam: Out-of-staters ·
from ABA accredited schools did. almost as
well; for example,- graduates-from Boston
Ur,iversiJy ·_passed . 100°(0 (8 of 8); Catholic
University, 89% (8_ Qf 9); :.Jopn Marshal_!;
· 100% (7 of 7); University. of Toledo; 100% (7
of 7); Vermont' Law 'School, 83% (5 0(6);
Seton Hall'89% (8 of 9) .
.r-

-

-

.~r1no•Josephson/BRC -

•

In 1978 Marino was the.best - in 1979,
with ·th~ integration of Josephson BRC
· · Law --Summari~s and some s~perb-- lee- · .
turers we w,ill be even better.

71 Broadway, 17th Floor, New York, N.Y. 10006, 212/344-6180

__
.
NYLS P_
ASSING STATISTICS.-87.1%
.
I EW COURSE!
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Through the Wine Cork

.T aster's-Choice·

-,'· .

• by Leon Yankwich
Because you ·h ad a lot of late-finals and then did some very sincere celebrating, you
didn't even th ink about Christmas/Hanukkah shopping until the only places open were
gas stations and liquor s~res. As you·came out of the Holiday coma Christmas/Hanukkah..
Eve night, you realized that this time you couldn't tise the old"studying for finals" excuse
for not giving any gifts at all; to make•matters worse your friends and relatives all seemed
to be alerted to that fact; a materialistic glint in their·eyes -betrayed their expectations
that'they woul,d recoµp fo:r your stinginess of the past two years-..You knew, however,
that your brother had just bought n~w tires, and you couldn't remember the grade of
motor oil your lover is so fond of; it seemed that-the liquor store was your only hope to
spread Christmas/Hanukkah cheer.

After di1?missing Scotch as ,too expe~sive and beer as more appropriate for birthdays,
you decidea _that wines would make the perfect present. Quickly paging through back
issues of EQUITAS for this column, you entered the local li_q uor store and fearlessly
purchased wines for all.
You chose. the wines -very skillfully, and everyone was pleased with his or her
present, and delighted that you found time to become·a wine connoisseur between study
sessions. In fact; as you approached the <linnet: table set for the traditional .holiday
banquet, _you noticed ·t hat all your gift wines had been uncorked and placed about the
table, indicating that the meal would~ as much a wine-tasting_round robin as a parade of
gastronomic delights.
.
.
Scarcely had the feast begun before·the hea~ of the table rose and offered a toast to
you, ''the resident sollllllelier." Family and guests clucked their concurrence and clinked
their g1asses. You could.have managed a humble µcid
let the toast pass. You could
~ave been thankful tnat your eleventh hour gifts were so well received. You·could have
been satisfied with a pl~asapt lllQ,_me6t you brought about with a little ~ow ledge and a lot
of luck. But NOOOOOOp()O!! You, Mr. Big Wine Expert, had to stand up and grab for
some undeserved ·glocy, _You had to get cocky, attract·everyone's attention and spout,
"Yes, I think I've found some interesting wines. ·The Bordeaux are complex and should
complement the main course expecially well. And there's a lusty Cabernet that should
sur.prise e~erybody." ·
.
·
After a moment of excited sjlence, one of.. your guests, who didn't know your
reputation (or unsupported arrogance, suggested, "Perhaps you will give us a few tasting
pointers so that we will not miss these splendid flavors the wines hold in store for u~."
Needless to say, you didn't know much about tasting wine. Having once again payed
out enough Qf the Rope-of Ignorance to be in danger of hanging yourself, you were able,
after a steadying gulp of wine, to smile and reply, "I prefer to have everyone savor the
wines as part of the feast rather than concentrate on them as if you had all come to a wine
tasting. The wines will speak for themselves without my help."
Rather an elegant dodge, I must say. But maybe it's all my fault. I've told you how to
buy and order the stuff and how to uncork it; maybe I should have first told you how to
taste it.
·
''Wine tasting" should perhaps be relabeled "wine sensing", since the art involves all
,o f the senses and is not limited to the comparatively undeveloped sense of taste. Wine is a
very compl~x liquid containing some 300 organic -compounds, and wine tasting is sort of
study and celebration ofhow·many of these compounds your senses can detect. If you read .
Moby Dick, you get, at the least, a good yarn ·about a possessed captain and an albino
whale; but, if you read more perceptively, you learn something about American history
and an extinct whaling culture, something about human nature and emotions, something
about a unique and gorgeous writing style, something about life, and perhaps something
about yourself. Similarly with wine, you will have, at the least, the pleasant sensations
and after-effects ofa refreshing beverage. If you taste more carefully, however, you learri
something about the wine and how itwas made and something about what your senses
·and brain are capable of appreciating.
· Those who judge a wine's quality professio~ally have developed a "tasting" tE:chnique
which methodically involves each of the senses in a strict order. Following ihis order in
tasting winl: after wine makes comparison and recollection easier, but a taster's verdict on
any wine if still a matter of subjective reactions, and every taster, novice or expert,
should keep in mind that his (or her) senses are the ones that count. "One man's meat," in
other word 3, "is another man's poison:·,, ·
,
_
The first quality a taster is interested in is appearance. Holding his (or her) glass to·
the light, th'e taster IOQks for clarity. Wine itself is clear and cloudiness means that there is .
suspended material in the wine. If the suspension is bacterial growth, a sniff or small taste
will prove that it is undnnkable; but if the cloudiness is due to an inert sediment, the wine
may still be sound. With age most red wines (and some whites after many years) throw a
fine sediment as tannin and other · coloring matter combine to -form an insoluble
precipitate. Decanting or filtering the wine will remove the -suspension .and leave it
perfectly clear.
·
Color is another quality gauged by the taster. Peering though a whole glass of wine is·
misleading here, so the taster must tilt his glass and note the hue at the edge of the wine.
The depth of color indicates something about how the wine was made and how it h~ aged.
Young white ~nes have a straw or very light golden color~A greenish tinge indicates the
grapes were underripe when picked, and the wine will have low alcohol content and no
sweetness. As a white wine ages it takes on a deeper gold color. A flatter, yellow tint
betrays oxidation, which leads to a sweet flavor. As the wine gets older, it passes through
amber to a dark brown. A white wine which seems prematurely dark may have been·badly
stored in a place subject to temperature fluctuations or vibration, but ordinarily the only
.
_
impact of color change is psychological.
Red wines start out a bright cherry red, with the depth of the red indicating the
'texture of the wine; a fairly light-bodied wine (e.g., Beaujolais) will have a muted color; a
full-bodied wine (e.g., Chateauneuf-du-Pape) will be ruby in color.:-Variations from the
cherry red can indicate several things; a purplish-blue color maybe a sign of mixed wine or
a wine of high PH (low-acidity). A brown tint can mean the wine has been heated and will
carry a "burnt".odor and taste. With age the red color fades first, as the tannin falls out of
·
solution; and then moves toward brown.
After noting appearance and color, the taster swishes the \\Tllle around in his (or her)
glass. The sides of the glass are thus coated with wine, and at the top edge of the swirled
wine, "tears" will form as the alcohol evaporates and leaves a higher concentration of
·water, which drips down the sides of-the gl~s, forming "legs". The higher the alcoholic'
content of the wine,'the more tears and legs will form when it is swirled.
Swirling ajso vaporizes a bit of the wine, thereby releasing its "bouquet". The human
sense of smell is very acute, and can recognize trace concentrations of hundreds of the
compounds present in wip.e. In fact, much of what we perceive as flavor is recorded by
olfactory receptors rather than by any sensors in the mouth, so the experienced tasterwill
sniff the wine to ·experience its subtler points before the overshadowing taste and tactile
sensors in the mouth are.brought into play. Sniffing, rather than inl!aling, the bouquet is
recommended because although the sense of smell is very fine, it saturates rapidly and
will then tell the taster very little.
(please tum_to page thirteen)
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The one book that can .ma~e
the difference between success
and failure on the MBE!
Barron's How to Prepare for the Multistate Bar Examipation (MBE)
by Victor E- Schwartz. Professor of Law. University of Cincinnati .
(Author of ; ·cases and Materials on Torts " )

Prepared by a noted law professor, Barron's How to Prepare for the
MultlJ>tate Bar Examination contains a 200-question simulated MBE
covering the six core subjects: constitutional law, contracts, criminal
law, evidence, real property, and torts. All answers are completely
analyzed, with citations provided for further referenqe. Even the
unacceptabl1e answer choices are th!>rou~hly discussed.
The book also includes:
• valuable guidelines for answering
MBE questions successfully
• subject outlines and bibliographies
• information on the nature and
scoring of the MBE
• a complete listing of individual
state bar requirements Barron's. How to Prepare for the
Multistate Bar Examination (MBE) is

pro~ably the single most- important
book you can read in :preparation for
this crucial exa~. :

$4.50
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present or future. The Professor's thesis is
that the police today can be understood by
examining events that took place over 100
years ago. In fact, he gives the present
only a summary treatment (five pages out
of 171. pages of text). Political (nstitutions
COPS AND BOBBiES, By Wilbur R.
in New York ..City have changed a great
- Miller, (University of Chicago Press,
deal since 1870.. Police . are no longer e~
$16, 233 pp.)
lected for a term or selected by aldermen.
There is little doubt that each of us
Even the stereotype of the Irish"c~p" is
holds some opinion about police officers 1n
. disappearing. In reality, the image of the
general. This opinion is most likely based
;, "cop" is clianging. The Professor does not
i deal "{ith this trend. Even .though the .
on the image projected by the poli~e}n his
book, Cops and Bobbies, Professor Miller
~ book has its shortcoming!'\, the historical
attempts to describe how the ~_ges of two
"g_ treatment is thorough and -interesting. One
' police forces, the New York "cops"and the
~
--;;"':i. caveat: _this book wa~ originally P:~pare_d
. Lon<lon "bobbies", were -formed between
. •-4<.,. ·. ~ as a aoctoral thesis. The wntmg 1s
1830 and 187Q.
_
~ scholarly_ and at times delves into that
Professor Miller sees a combination of
~
,, _world of four syllable words and obscure
,
· -=-.
_g structure that· makes academic literature
societal influences, political climate and the -·
Policing both sides of the Atlantic are a BritlsltBobble and one of New York's Finest
what it is. The Professor offers the reader
guidance of the eariy commissiona-s as the
determinative factors; his view is eclectic. are seen as corrupt, informal and brutal; · ception of the police is ofte'n a function of relief by the use of charts, quotes, and muWith this approach, he sets out to show the whlch is all well ana good_ifthat is how you one's social position.
~ichall lyrics, all of which help to make the
reader why '1wbbies'1
' viewed as po-. perceive the police. However, he also
One common criticism of historical ,·eat.ting less_tedious.
- Gary Reiner
litely restrained,-dignified, and why "cops". shows in several places. that one's per works is that they fail to relate . to the
.
:, ,:,J ,
..::;,,

Reviewer's
Rounatable

'). ·

'!
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Taster~s:Choice

.M-an's· Guide-to· Divorce

·(continued frQ!:_11 page twelve)
-'. Finally the taster is ready to taste the wine. The tongue can only differentiate four
Divorce, formerly the skeleton in the does not pretend to write with the support of
basic tastes: salty, sw~t, sour,_and bitter. Saltiness is very rare in winis and if present at closet for the outcasts among us, is now simp- sociological studies. Rather the book is
all is usually considered a defect.
'
·
ly a matter of fact for more and more of us. oriented toward and from the per§nective of
Sweetness in wine is caused mainly by sugars. Sugar is a natural component of grapP. How the male survives the divorce a uinenlo the divorcing male. Ornstein is twice marjuice and during fermentation is converted to alcohol by the action of yeast. Unless· 111at1·i11w11ii and beyond is the subject of a ried, once divorced and going on to the .
stopped prematurely by filtration, fermentation· will continue until tfie sugar is used up or straightforward and often humorous new second.
the concentration of alcohol reaches about 14% and kills the yeast. Most wines, therefore, book by NYLS alumnus J. Alan·Ornstein.
The book presents problems which the
The Lion's Share: A Combat Manual "rehatched" divo~ced.nale is likely_to en~
tend to be. dry (i.e., not sweet) unless the grapes used were overripe and thus contajned
for the Divorcing Male (New York Times counter and practical solutions for them.
lots of sugar.
Sourness is due to the acidity of the wine. Several acid~ a~ natural components of Books) presents a hard-edged, practical, AJimony, child support visitation, property
wine and are essential to its flavor. Low-acid wines are dull, whereas a good level of male-oriented roadmap through the murky settlement, choosing a lawyer, new and old
acidity lends freshness and tartness to the flavor. High-acid wines may be unpleasantly inner 'life of the divorce and beyond. It is lovers and ·the new apartment are among
often humorous and should be read by both the, topics dealt with. Ornstein wants to
_., sharp or sour. ·
Tannin accounts for the bitter taste in wine. It is derived from the grape skins, which men and women traveling to or _from the guide the man throi.igh this ph~se of his life.
• ferment along with the juice1n red wine but are removed from the juice in making white matrimonial altar.
- Leonard Ross
Mr. Orns_tein, class of.'52, is honest; he
wine. This eJill!ains why white wine.§ almost never have a bitter component to their tastes,
and why full-bodied reds often improve or mellow with bottle aging as the tannin is
th
- ro~:~:ala
the taster deals with are tactile. The most obvious sensation,
.
pressure, indicates the weight, or body, of the wine. While this-allows the taster to make
by Marie Richardson
several fine distinctions of texture (e.g., between thin, round, harsh, soft wines), there
The New York Law School Alumni
are two other sensations that add to a taster's analysis.
Association Annual-Luncheon for 1979 was
RichardJ.
~en slugging s.bots of "Jack I)aniels" my roo¥1ates have often demonstrated - with . held at the Plaza Hotel on January 26. The
Finamore
clenched teeth· and triumphantly pumpirig fists their mute acknowledgement - that a .guest speaker was the Honorable Benlittle pain can enh~nce anything. So it is with wine._The acidity and alcohol content can jamin A. Gilman '50, United States Con.touch off pain receptors in tlie taster'.s mouth that give some wines an agreeable ''bite".
gressman. Some · 150 members of the
- Last but not-least are the temperature receptors. Although by themselves they -are NYLS Alumni Association attended the afnotoriously easy to fool, temperatqre receptors are important because -they change the fair in the Terrace Room.
Richard J. Finamore '72 was unanithresholds of other receptors. Dry white wines, ·for example, gene~y are more
In a recent issue of the Alumni news- mously·electedpresidentoftheGreatNeck
enjoyable at a cool temperature mu-tly.because low temperature somewhat equalizes the · letter "NYLS in Brief' Lorin Duckman '73 Lawyers _Association. Mr~Finamore, a pria. sensitivities to sw.eet, sour an_
d bitter. .Red win.es, on-the other hand, -may_be enjoyed was listed incorrectly as having accepted a vate_practitioner, is president of the Glenmore at room temperature because their more complex bouquets are more volatile (i.e., position with the Department of Investi- dale Chapter of the UNI CO National, a
released more rel!dilYtat higher temperatures. ·
gation of the City of New York. ,
national service orgaization, first vice presSo now with practice y9u· can m~t~r the Look, the Tilt, the Swish, the Sniff, the
Mr. Duckman informs EQUITAS that · ident of the Douglaston Civic Associ~tion,
Taste, and_the Teeth-<;lench; and _if yoµ·have any cockiness left by next winter. you can he is still an Assistant District Attqrney in · and a member of the great Neek Lions
wow the banquet table with your wine tastingtips.
Kings County.
Club. ~

I

::::f:~

An·swers:
..
,.
c.entinu~ from page nine)
day ... but I was ·afraid I'd lose the oppor..,_
tunity._to do well.here °Qy worlring when I _should be studying. I was stuck.
'
But occasionally solutions evolve. Gil
Hollander, owner o(the NYLS coffeeshop, ·
d~cided to grant ·_!,wo-,..''food schQlarships" . to needy students._When Miss F~inberg, ~
the Financial Aid Director, realized that I
. was a genuine ~ndidate for starvation, she ·
contacted Gij, and my problem was solved. I've been eating at Gil's every day
since, and believe me, I 'appreciate _the
food. I'm-still poor, but at least I enjoy the
luxury of a normal law school educati9n.
I have Gil Hollander to thank for it.
He's asked nothing in return, but does it ·
purely out of his love for the school.
-John Durst
_/ Second Ye~, Day,.

·Alumni News
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Admissions
Statistics Indicate Higher
..
Qual~ty Students Coming To N_Y LS
....

~

-The ·Child Is

lf -·

by Cecilia Blau
What will be. the value of our NYLS _
degrees when and after we~uate? In
what direction goes the fruit of our labors
at NYL S? We can find an-indication in the
admissions statistics. When the reputation
of a school depends upon the accomplishments of its graduates, a look at its recruits
can yield a reliable forecast.
•
-Of t he gro_u p applying for the· 1978-79
academic year, no student with an LSAT
. score under 550 was admitted, and all those
with scores over 700 were admitted .. Accord·ng to Anthony Scanlon, Assistant
Dean of Admissions . and Placeme~t,
"LSAT scores continue to go up, and the
_general qualifications of the students tend
to make them more competitive ·as a ·
group. " ·
.·
A pplications come from throughout
the country. A little over 1.2% of our fi~tyear class is comprised of minority students and 34% of the class is female. .
Applicants are selected for admission
by the Admissions Committee consisting
of: Prof. Catherine· Sullivan, Dean Margaret S. Beam, Dean,Scanlon, Professors
.. James Brook, Lung-chu Chen and Marianne S p raggins, third-year students David
Commender,- Neldra Majors and ·Beija
Weiss-Duckman: Each has an equal vote.
Dean E. Donald Shapiro has final veto .

11

In the last issue of EQUIT.(iS, I mentioned possible paths my son may follow if given
the proper guidance. Rashaad Ernesto Green will be afforded ev.e ry opportunity to
succeed at whatever he pu~ues. As a new parent, many concerned peop!e_have offered
me both helpful and harmful suggestions about--raising children. I am somewhat confused.
I realize that as he grows older, he will develop an increasingly independent mind and
will make his· own choices concerning the direction he chooses to follow. ·.A t the sam~ time
however, I will be trying to guide him in· a direction (with viable options) that I have
determined. It.is my desire for him to become an independent thinker, but a teenager is
not always aware of impending circumstances that may iiffect his'path. It is my desire for
him to have an independent mind, but within the realm of logic . .I want his choice of
direction·to re'flect his background and serious thought about his own future.
·
Parents pass many things along to their children and perhaps the most important
thing I can contribute to Rashaad will be the capacity to.think rationally. I hope the major
decisions in his life will be logically derived after careful consideration of all relevant facts
. (photo/M. Hofer) and possible alternatives. The possibility of an illogical decision will be reduced considProf. Sullivan.
erably by logical thought processes. If I can he!p my son develop the basic thought
student he looks for, Dean ·Scanlon said: processes involved in rational thinking, he will be armed for the battles that lie ahead, and
''The future of our law school depends upon . it will no longer be necessary forme to guide him in a direction that I have determined.
the educational di-versity of the students
A parent .always feels exalted when he or she can give a child meaningful advice.
we bring in." However, he added:"If there regardless of his child's age. The child may already be an adult, but helpful hints from
are any students who are friends or rel- parents may make a difference. If I can contrib9te positively to my son's important ·
atives of ·students here, particularly if decisions, I know I would feel a sense of accomplishment. It is extremely important,
bright, we are happy to see them."
· . however, for him to remain independent of his ·mother and me and we of him. Many
- When asked how he makes his judg- . parents don't realize this until it is much too late and their children never fully grow;
ment,s, student David Commender said: conversely many children don't realize this and the parents are never allowed to be
"It's very dangerous to predict how some- , indepencient thinkers. Many parents are identified 9nly by who their children are (i.e.
one will perform in and aftei: law school- Sandra's mother or Bobby's father).and vice-versa. This is not what our societal goals
so I try to be just comrilon-sensical." Fur- ought to be, and it's time we realized what exactly tliey are. ·
thermore, ne noted: "A lot of my friends
I will need plenty of help in raising my son. I receive a great deal from my parents,
power.
here, whom I respect as students, -do not who~ experienced at raising children; I'm grateful for their support. Rashaaawill be
When questioned about the type of have what are generally considered good pampered less and less as he grows older in my attempt to help him develop a mature
LSAT grades.". He described his' interest mind. While he's a child, he will be treated as a child, and as he gets older, the treatment
in getting ~fairly interesting people" as will differ according to the level of maturity he has reached.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
"sort of a pro football draft."
,
- I hope he will ·allow me the opportunity to perform my role as a parent throughout his
We now Cater Parties!
Prof. Sullivan said that her consider- life. Too many ofus reach an age where we are no longer dependent upon our pare~ts and
ations include: a minimum level of writing somehow, we forget that they exist. As law students, we tend to immerse ourselves in our
NYLS students
and verbal skills, LSAT scores, grad~s and books and surround ourselves with our friends. -This- behavior has its purpose but we
a rigorous undergraduate curriculum: She- should also include our families as major facets of our lives. Stay in touch with your parents ·
also goe~ to campuses to recruit applicants and you will be eternally. grateful, as they will also. On the other hand, if you are too
and told us: "I like the feeling of playing a dependent on your parents, give them breathing room and show them (and yourselt) that
role in getting bright and enthusiastic you are an adult.
•
students to come here. I also like getting out
Raising children involves a certain amount of give and take on both parts - from the
of the city and talking to prospective law- children and from the parents, Realistically~the child will only have a chance to do well if
yers who are fresh and confident."
he js given the proper guidance. We can expect only a limited amount of help from .
Prof. Sullivan remarked that the Ad- external sources; the major influence in his life will come from the home. It is up to us ifwe
_missions Committee .is particularly well really expect our children to prosper in this society. If they are to have any ~hance at all,
organized, making it "incredibly easy as a . we can't forget this. We can't overplay or underplay our roles as parents.
faculty member to be involved. All I have
to do is pick, up a batch of material, get into
the car, and go."
Organization is essential since the (continued from page one)
Labor Law
NYLS
Admissions
Office
handles
an
ll_VerProfessor Lippman .
to
be
a
lost
cause
after.all,
it
will
not
go
on
CORNER ON WEST
Labor Law (Advanced)
age of 500 pieces o{ mail ~r <.!_ay and some· the student's record.
days as much as 4000 or 5000. Also, thouProfessor Lippman
Courses Which Satisfy
BROADWAY BETWEEN
sands of call's come from rejected appliModern Supreme Court
the Writing Require~ent
Professor Simon
Papers in the following courses that
W ORTH AND LEONARD cants who feel entitled to a persdnal explanation in return for their application . either will be offered or hJve been offered 'Municipal Corporations
Professor Richland
in the past maybe ·used to satisfy the
fees. Writing Requirement. This list is complete Municipal Law Clinic
through J.:anuary 17, 1979.
Professor Epstein
Course - _
Poverty Law
Advanced Comparative Law
Professor Schwartz
Professor Schroth
Public Interest Litigation
Commercial Arbitration
Professor Schwartz
in _
Professor Lippman
Public Utility Law
Communications Law Clinic ·
Professor Glen
Professor Botein/Rice
Sentencing & Correction !,aw
Copyright
Professor Griffiths
Professor Samuels
Western Legal Tradition
Discrimination Law (2 papers)
Professor Guterman
Professor Scherer
, Steifel Speaks
. Environmental Law (Advanced)
. Professor Ernest C. Steifel of NYLS
Professor Schroth
was a speaker at the Consular Law Society
European Community Law
where he was asked to reflect on his expeProfessor Schroth
riences as an expert witness on ·for eign
Human Rights
law. ·Professor Steifel is also counsel to
Professor Chen
Co_udert Brothers.
Labor Arbitration
- Marie_Richard.§.O.~
Professor Lippman

Writing Requirement.. ~·

· Gu~dal.aj-ara
London
Oxford
.Paris
San Diego
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Women's Caucus

Rape and ~arriage

~he Wi~mingtoP: -~el)

- - - - - - - - - - - - b y Betty Walrond _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.

- - - - - - - - - - - - --- by Sam Himmelstein

Mer a lengthy dis~ussion of the current Oregon rape statute and th~ Rideout case, a
At last - year's graduation ceremony, the N-YLS. administ~tion chose· Attorney friend made 'the observation that rape has a certain fascination; rather like murder and
General Griffin Bell as Keynote Speaker and Jlonoree. -A coalition of NYLS students · war. It has a ce·r tam preval~nce as well. It is the subject of jokes and laughter in criminal
m ounted a highly s u ccessful petition campaign )Vithin the school. Over tw_~ hundred law class. It also can occur in marriage with legal sanction in every state but Oregon.
s ignatures were collected ·calling upon.the Justice Department to intervene on behalf of
No wonder that prosecuting a man _for raping his wife warranted national attention,
t h e Wilmington 10. (Even m ore students
faculty signed a petition protesting the and that the major networks and,t!_le New Y m·k Times pickeQ up the story. Signfficantly,
undemocratic proce s s of COrnpJ.encemen,t speaker sele~tion). .
this was a "first." The W ilmingto n 10 ~ civ.il Jights activists .who were sentenced to 282 years
- What Oregon has aone that so shatters our domestic sexual complacency (such as it
collectively (later reduced t o 226 years) on charges of arson and conspiracy -stemniliig - _is) is to remove'from the rape statute the definition of the female as_a person not married to
- from the KKK's viole nt react ion to desegregation efforts in Wilmington, North Carolina the accused. 'A sexual offe~se.ni~y: now be comfnitted under the law regardless of the
d u ring the early 197O's. No ch arges were pressed againsUhe Klan or its supporters, and aGtor's marital status in relation to the victim. Actual rape may now also be legal rape,
all of theprosecution witnesses later stated that they had been coerced and bribed by the
''What hap~ned to the sanctity of marriage?" shriek the husbands. ''What about the
p rosecution to give false testimony. All of the Wilmington 10 except .Rev. Ben Ch~vis implied contract under th~ aegis of the state that a wife will submit to her husband on
h a ve been p aroled.
·
demand?"
On graduation "d ay, a n e ws conference was held, where represeptatives of the
-Do they mean implied consent to be raped.
N a t ional Conference of Black Lawye~ and the National Alliance Against- Racist and
"Now women have weapon to hold over. the heads of their well-intentioned busP olitical R epression , New York State Assemblymah Ed Sullivan, New York City bands. They will scream rape whenever their . husbands snap at them· or Jorget an
C ouncilwom an Rut h Messing er and a member cifthe NYLS student coalition.e·choed the anniversary."·
·
·
·
_
call for fecleral sµpport of t h e Wilmington 10. As· Rev. Eugene Callender, in his com- • It certainly makes sense for a woman to subject herself to harsh cross-examination,
m e ncement invocat io n, cited t ~e case as an example of-political repression and violation of probing into lier private life, all because of her husband's faulty memory. ·
h u man rights, a rally was he ld outside. The demonstrators called upon Bell to submit an
. What i~ as incredible as that view is the comment that the law will -not stand up to
a m icus curiae brief on behalf ofthe 10. This rally was one of hundreds of actions, both in judicial scrutiny under the Gonstitution. But then, speaking of faulty memories, I keep
t h e U.S. and abroa d , dema n ding release of these framed activists, whom Amnesty forgetting that there is a right of P.rivacy to do violence to one's spouse. Or is tradition _
Int ernational has t ermed "political prisoners,'_' and whose case was discussed by uack correct that a man's right to his Wif; 's body isl=! property right that needs protecting?
Anderson in ·his column of December 11, ·1978, entitled "U.S. is hardly a paragon_of
LastJune, theNewYorkCityPoliceDepartmentsettledastatecourtactionbrought
respect for human rig hts." '
.,
_
'
by twelve women who had been assaulted by their husbands anµ denied_police protection.
On N ovember 14, 1978 , t,he Justice Department filed llt1 89-page_-a.n~s btjef, The Department signed a consent agreement to-make arrests in family violence_cases
s u p porting the.defen d ants' con tentions tliat they were denied due process and a fair trial. . wnere there is probable cause to believe· a felony has been committed. This was a
The brief stated:
_ - -~
.
. .
• •
substantial change from the mediatiori_policy which had treated wife-beating as a family
If t he court is concerned we are about the reliability of these convictions
dispute in which both spouses shared the blame. 'Fhe attitudes of legal and social inand feels t ha t fundamental princiQles of fairness have be_en violated, it
stitutions toward marital rape need to change comparably.
should-grant petitioner's request for habeas corpus relief. ·
Oregon has taken the overdue first step. It will be interesting to see the reactions
The action of th ose involv ed in last spring's s~ow of support was denounce<!_ by some when New Jersey's New Code of Criminal Justice goes into effect on Sept. 1, 1979. New
as an improper tactic, a poor ch oice of fo:rum and inappropriate behavior for law students. . Jersey has gone even farther than Oregon. The new statute dealing with sexual assault
Many, particularly m embers of the administration, . were more- concerned about the - ·makes no reference at all to the gender of either the actor or the victim, and the elements
possible effects on t h e school's otherwise blemish-free image than they ~ere with the offue offense are correspondingly broader than the standard ~efinition of rape.
co n tent of our claims.
I suspect ttiat if people, especially men, begin to see that rape can be an ~ault against
We feel that t he record s peaks (or itself. Tho~ ~ho p;.rticipate~ in these activities men and children as well as_against women, they.,will finally begin to view it as the serious
are pro°ud t o have p layed a p art in the cam~gn on behalf of these activists an in the crime of violence it is. They will 'nO longer think of rape as the illegal but coJdoned sexual
· o v e rall struggle for human· rights. It was precisely this type of political pressure that led act that men commit · against women, nor as the legal and justifiable sexual act that
- t h e J ustice Departm ent l9 take-this unprecedented step _of filing an amicus l>rief. Without husbands commit against disobedient wives.
t his campaign, one could hardly have expected Attorney ·General Bell whose record
Old myths and misconceptions go the way of ancient empires. Ecce lex, lex ipsa
involves past_membership in a club _that excluded Blacks and Jews, to have offered any loqnitur.
s u p port. It is not only appropriate but imperative that we, as membei:.s of the legal
p rofession , _partidpa t e in the fight.against injustice, whether it be in the .courti, in our
communities, or in t h e streets.
· The Guild wishe s to exten d a warm welcome to the incoming MYA class. Those of you
(continued from page nine)
w h o s:ome to law sch ool to pr om ote social change, rather than fatten your wallets, might
thought was an.insufficency of scholarship. There was no doubt in the Board's minds_ t~at
w ant to attend our m eetings and get to know our Chapter. We are currently 'the-largest
my teaching abilities, my service to the School, and my public service were exemplary.
and most a ctive st ud e nt group at NYLS and we will be sponsoring a variety 9f events
_Thus, the two year extension wol!ld·give me the opportunity to concentrate on scholard u ring the semester . Watch t h e bulletin boards for announcements.
ship, removing the only possibl~ deficiency that might'exist on my record. I would _hope to
GUILD NOTES: N L G Conve ntiQn, February 15-19, in San Francisco. Included will be
· be favorably considered for tenure in the Spring of 1980.
s kills seminars on immigration and gay rights.,
· To date, I have not received al}y indication from New York Law School that it is also
inclined to accept the recommendations of the AALS investigatory team. I sincerely hope
that the School does decide to accept th~se recommendations as I have done - thi_s will
give me the opportunity to continue to teach here at·New York Law School, something I
(continued from page one)
ed signs announcing various hours of avail- .really want to do. The Board of Trustees will be meeting in early February. I hope'tkat at
directly to all student s as their savings.
ability in the 47 Lounge, yet at the last that time they will consider the AALS recommendations in my situation and agree to
- S.B.A. S u bsidies ·
announced time only two students showed abide by them.
The.S. B.A. subs idizes various NYLS up to report grievam1es.
.
Until, liowever, I do have an affirmative response _from the School, I am quite
st u d ent grou ps and or ganizat ions. An:iong
The 1978 fall -semester saw only one uncertain as to where I will be next Septeml:>er. Possible; though by no means definite,
t h ose who received funding last year were: \fine and Qheese Party; Jh~ S.B.A. was alternatives include teaching at another law s'chool, governmental E!mployment and what
N a t ional L a wyers G uild, BA LSA, ~ Phi s_till paying bills from last year's parties. .seems quite appealing, establishing my _own practice oflaw, -I would most prefer, though,
D e lta Phi, Second Careers Clu b and Worn- - This semester, the S.B.A. was scheduled - to continue to teach at New York'Law School.
Very truly yours,
en 's Caucus . This year 1 three n ewly-fo~- to celebrate its first.Wine and Ch~ese ParRichard Harbus
ed - groups have su b mitted o udget re- • ty_onWednesday,January31,at4:30P.M.
_
Associate Professor of Law
-q u e~ts: the I ntem at lonal Law _·Society of These parties are free to all students, and
N Y LS, the Military L _a w Socie t y, and the the S.B.A. hopes to be able to run more P.s.·: I've just been informed by the Administration that I will not be offered the
-C h e ss Club of NYLS .
such activities, if more students are inspir- opportunity to teach a.summer class even though my contract runs through the summer.
Thus, I'm not overly-optimistic that the two YElar extension will be granted.
The inadequacy o f relying soley on in- ed to pay the $5 membership·ree. com e from Gil'&is illu strated b y the many
·
·
Editor's notf;: The editprs ofEQUITAS have made inquiries into rurnors that have been
ou t standing bills from last year t hat S.B.A.
- circulating ,a round the school that the Association of American Law Schools has issued
.ba d to pay this year, in cluding $76 for "The: ·
ojjicial definitive re-port. about New york La1:9- Scl~ool. '
P a per Chase" shown in February 1978.
The NY.LS-Media Law Project is in
· We have inv{!stigated the situation and learned thai the AALS itself has not issued
F e ll said, "We would love to take new stude n t s around New Y ork City on a ferry the_process of organizing itself. Students <iriy such jinal report, nor is one expected in the near futur.e.
It has come tO'oy,r attention, however, that a series of recornmendations has been
com pletewith a bar , as N.Y.U . did with its interested in the fields of Entertainment,
ne w law students, b ut its . S . B.A. has_a Copyright, and Art law and related areas -· made to .1!1-embers of the New York Law School adrninistration and faculty by two
of legal practice should- investigate this academic "investj.gators" -sen;( here by the AALS. These recmnmendatfons are the ones
$.4O,000budget."
t
The S. B.A.'s past record of inaction new student.organization. The Project will · alluded to in P_rofessor Harbus's letter above. EQUITAS is currently seeking permission
m a y be the- stumbling block t o its current be advertising its meeting dates about Uie. from the authors ofthese recinnmendations to 1)'f'int them verbatim in an issue in the near
· fu ture. Sofarwe have been unsuccessful in obtaining such permission .
• efforts._Its Grievance Committe e has post- ~pus.
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Get an early start on New York Practice and Procedure ((;PLR) and get an early'Start on,the
New York.Bar Exam. . ·,:/;
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, Prof.f Younger's course on New York Practice will be offered live in New York City and on '
audio- or videotape in locations ,thr,oughouf the United States. ,
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··For further Jnfor'.11atiol), c,ont,1ct your local BA!'l/BRI represeritativ~. or:
,. BAR/BAI (New Yo~k Bar Review)
401 Seventh Avenue, Su!te 62

Oa~e: ·Sat. ,. Feb. ~~
Time: 10 a.m.>12.Noon
Pla~e: Statler Hiltoh' HQtel
•

>

I

,, (33rd St.
& 7th Ave.)
,\

Non-Profit Org.

U.S. FOSTAGE
PAID
.
Clifton, N.J.
Permit. No. 1
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' NYLS-will honor six promloent figures
the legal and ed~catlon fields at Commencement '79,
Top row- left to right: Solicitor <;eneraf Wade McCnte, S~preme Court Justice Potter Stewart, and U.S.
Senator Jacob ·Javlts. Bottom row ,.... left to right: Honorable,Francis T; Murphy,·vice-president of the
Alumni A~latJon, AbrahaiJI S. Goldstein, Provost.of Yale University, and Barbara Knowles Debs,
P,:esldent of Manhattanvllle College.

